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welcome
Dear Alumni and Friends,
The best lawyers know more than the law.
Although the ability to analyze cases, statutes,
and regulations is necessary for every advocate
and counselor, it is not by itself sufficient for
success. Clients demand the ability to think
strategically within the context they operate.
Almost all lawyers also must know how business
and public policy work. Their clients or adversaries operate businesses, and the law is influenced
by public policy. Each lawyer also is a professional operating a business, whether in the marketplace as a whole or inside of a firm.
Accordingly, at UC Hastings, we educate our students so they are not only ready to
cross-examine a witness or draft a contract, but also capable of understanding a
balance sheet. The most difficult disputes and complex transactions involve many
academic disciplines. A background in science and technology is useful to more than
intellectual property experts.
We know that many of our most successful students come to law school already having
had a career in a related field, with a plan to integrate their previous work and new
learning. Others among our alumni find that the law gave them a basis to become entrepreneurs or public officials, while some leave the law altogether for creative endeavors.
In the pages that follow, we show you how many of our graduates have used their legal
degrees in myriad pursuits and why our curriculum blends law with other techniques
for problem solving. It is the ability to adapt that makes both our school and those
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Global
Exchange
UC Hastings hosted a delegation of
24 international judges and lawyers
last November as part of the U.S.
State Department’s International
Visitor Leadership Program. The
delegates, who represented countries
such as Afghanistan, Egypt, Malawi
and Sudan, were visiting to learn
more about alternative dispute resolution (ADR), among other aspects of
the U.S. legal system. UC Hastings
Professors Melissa Nelken and Carol
Izumi and Adjunct Professor Howard
Herman shared their experiences
with ADR, and described the law
school’s renowned ADR program to

J i m H ammack

their distinguished guests.
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Professor David
Faigman interviews
U.S. Supreme Court
Justice Stephen G.
Breyer.

{

U.S. Supreme Court
Justices Make Historic
Visits to UC Hastings
justices Stephen G. Breyer and Ruth Bader
Ginsburg shared their insights as part of The
Legally Speaking interview SERIES
Justice Stephen G. Breyer on Making Democracy Work

On Nov. 16, 2011, U.S. Supreme Court Justice
Stephen G. Breyer was an honored guest at Legally
Speaking, an interview series coproduced by UC
Hastings and California Lawyer. Breyer spoke about
a wide range of subjects, including his recent book,
Making Our Democracy Work: a Judge’s View.
UC Hastings Professor David Faigman, who interviewed Breyer, asked him about why he felt a sitting
Supreme Court justice should be writing books for a
general audience. “We’re all living in a world where
people are pretty cynical about government, and
they have some cause in some instances,” Breyer
said. “But if they got too cynical, they wouldn’t have
a government. Because the democracy depends on
their participation. So what can we in government do
about that? Not too much. It’s following [an] article
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of faith that if I can explain to people what it is we
do, and why we’re there, and how long it’s taken
Americans to be willing to do what the courts say—
and boy that’s always a dicey proposition—if I can get
all that down on paper, then I’ve done my bit to help.”
Breyer also discussed the importance of
maintaining checks on presidential power during
wartime. “The court is there to protect the rights
of the individual,” said Breyer, who was among the
five members of the Supreme Court who rejected
former President George W. Bush’s claims of broad
power to detain suspected terrorists in the wake
of 9/11. Breyer said the court should learn from its
mistake in 1944, when it allowed President Franklin
D. Roosevelt’s order to detain Japanese Americans
in internment camps.

{ i n br i ef }

Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg on Her Goals for the Nation’s Top Court
UC Hastings was honored to welcome U.S. Supreme
Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg to the college on
Sept. 15, 2011. Before a large audience, UC Hastings
Professor Joan C. Williams interviewed Ginsburg
about discrimination, the death penalty and her
accomplished legal career.
Among the highlights of Ginsburg’s talk was her
call for the courts to continue to rule against discrimination: “We should not be stopped from pursuing
whatever talent God has given us simply because
we are of a certain race, a certain religion, a certain
national origin, a certain gender or gender preference,” she said.
When Williams asked Ginsburg what she would
like to accomplish in her remaining years on the
court, the 78-year-old justice said she “would go back
to the days when the Supreme Court said the death
penalty can’t be applied with an even hand.”
Ginsburg, who was appointed to the court in
1993, said she finds death penalty appeals one of the
most difficult parts of the job, but she still listens to
each with an open mind, rather than simply viewing
any use of the death penalty as unconstitutional, as
other Supreme Court justices have.
Ginsburg also talked about how women’s roles
have changed since the start of her career, and the
challenges of balancing work and family.
Ginsburg’s visit to UC Hastings came at the end
of a harrowing trip. Her flight to San Francisco had to
be evacuated via an emergency chute when it experienced problems on the runway at Washington’s
Dulles Airport. “I had not planned on that being part
of my journey,” she said.

Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg addresses
an audience at UC
Hastings.

Visit www.
uchastings.edu/
legally-speaking/
index.html or
www.callawyer.
com to see videos
of the Legally
Speaking series.
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Advancing
U.s.–China Relations

T

he United States and
China have reached a
point at which the two countries understand they need
each other, providing the
backdrop for a new phase in
the relationship of the two
superpowers, former National
Security Adviser Dr. Zbigniew
Brzezinski told an audience at
UC Hastings via a webcast.
Brzezinski spoke as part
of a China Town Hall, which

was beamed to UC Hastings
and about 50 other locations throughout the country,
on Nov. 15, 2011. The event
was part of a national day
of programming focused on
building a more productive
relationship between the U.S.
and China. The event was
cosponsored by the National
Committee on United States–
China Relations and UC
Hastings College of the Law.

“Educational answers
about China will help fashion
policies that will benefit the
United States,” said Brzezinski,
a trustee of the Center for
Strategic and International
Studies. “Today, each side
knows—and their leadership
knows—that we need each
other. The new historical
context in which we operate
gives us a perspective on how
to handle the future. Let’s not,
at this stage, prejudge the
trajectory of the U.S.–Chinese
relationship.”
Following the webcast,
Chancellor and Dean Frank H.
Wu introduced two panelists—
Keith Hand, associate professor
of law at UC Hastings, and
Nicholas Calcina Howson, professor of law at the University
of Michigan—who spoke about
the legal dimensions of the
U.S.–China dynamic. Hand,
who is an accomplished China
scholar, emphasized that the
United States must “take a
long-term view and encourage
a more constructive dialogue
with China.”
Clockwise from top left: Dr. Zbigniew
Brzezinski speaks via webcast; Nicholas
Calcina Howson; Keith Hand.
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A Gift From
the Heart
A Grateful Alumnus Sculpts
a Tribute to Dean Snodgrass
Edward Marouk ’57
reveals his sculpture.
Below: Chancellor and
Dean Frank H. Wu at
the unveiling.

E

dward Marouk ’57 was so appreciative of his experience at UC Hastings
that he sculpted a bust of the former dean
who helped Marouk recognize his calling as
a lawyer. Marouk and Chancellor and Dean
Frank H. Wu unveiled the bust of David E.
Snodgrass, UC Hastings’ seventh dean, at the
UC Hastings Swearing-In Ceremony on Dec.
9, 2011. The moment revealed not only a work
of art but a touching story as well.
Marouk says he arrived at UC Hastings
with an undergraduate degree in English and
had always been passionate about poetry and
prose. But when he got to law school, he considered dropping out because he “didn’t like
the dry and boring language” of the required
reading. Dean Snodgrass was concerned
and asked Marouk to stop by his office for a
chat. “Dean Snodgrass said the magic words
to me,” Marouk remembers. “He told me,
‘When you graduate and have clients, all this

language will come alive for you.’ The thing
that resonated for me was having clients.”
Marouk graduated, passed the bar on his
first try and went on to a fulfilling 50-year
career as a trial attorney. “I loved doing trial
work. I loved being in the courtroom and
in front of a jury. I loved every minute of it,”
Marouk says.
To decompress after work, Marouk took
up sculpting as a hobby. As a mark of his
love and appreciation, he created a bronze
bust of Snodgrass and gifted it to his alma
mater in honor of the man who changed his
life. “This is my thanks to him,” says Marouk.
The bust is now on display in the lobby of 198
McAllister Street.
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The journal’s editorial team, from left: Erica Anderson ’12,
David Simson ’12, Jason Kanter ’12, James Nachtwey ’12,
Jason Caruso ’12, Zion Maffeo ’12.

Journal of Innovation
A groundbreaking UC Hastings publication
explores the nexus of science, technology
and the law

T

he prestigious Hastings Science &
Technology Law Journal, founded in
2008, offers cutting-edge thinking on issues
primarily related to the rapidly evolving
field of intellectual property. The first journal on campus to be fully peer reviewed, it
is uniquely positioned to analyze the convergence of science, technology and law, thanks
in part to UC Hastings’ close proximity to
Silicon Valley.
“We cover everything from biotech to FDA
regulations to patent pools to cyber crime,”
says Zion Maffeo ’12, the current editor in
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chief of the multidisciplinary journal. “We
publish pieces that convey real-world issues
because we want practitioners, professors,
scientists, engineers and policymakers to be
able to read the journal, and understand how
the law may or may not be applied in a wide
variety of different situations.”
Staffed by UC Hastings students, the
journal accepts submissions from academics
and practitioners; it also features a dynamic
website launched in the fall of 2011. For more
information, visit http://hstlj.org.

{ i n br i ef }

Debate Central: UC Hastings
was privileged to host a pair of
debates among office seekers

I

n October, the law school welcomed candidates for San Francisco mayor and San Francisco district
attorney to two debates. “We are honored to play a role in the democratic process,” said UC Hastings
Chancellor and Dean Frank H. Wu. “A law school at its best advances the law. We do that through our
professors’ research and what our students learn, and also by convening public forums such as this.”
San Francisco Mayoral Debate
Candidates Jeff Adachi ’85, Michela Alioto-Pier,
John Avalos, David Chiu, Bevan Dufty, Tony Hall,
Dennis Herrera, Joanna Rees, Phil Ting and Leland
Yee convened at UC Hastings on October 14 to answer
questions. An invitation was also extended to Ed Lee,
who won the election but was unable to attend.

San Francisco mayoral candidates debated policy issues in front of a
large audience at UC Hastings.

UC Hastings
Is Tops in
Placement
with Big
Local Firms

San Francisco District Attorney Debate
On October 26, Sharmin Bock, Bill Fazio, David Onek
and Vu Trinh ’92 squared off in the final debate before
the election. Professor Rory Little opened the roundtable discussion, which broached topics ranging from
immigration and customs enforcement to medical marijuana and gang injunctions. George Gascón, who won
the election, was unable to attend.

UC Hastings is the No. 1 law school for producing partners at big firms
in the San Francisco area, according to a comprehensive new study. In
addition, UC Hastings ranked No. 6 in Los Angeles, No. 7 in San Diego
and No. 18 nationally, according to the study conducted by Loyola Law
School in Los Angeles.
“What this study shows is that employers know they can rely on UC
Hastings to produce great lawyers who are prepared to build practices
and add value to any organization,” says Sari Zimmerman, assistant dean
for the UC Hastings Office of Career & Professional Development.
The study, conducted by Loyola Professor Ted Seto, was published
in the Journal of Legal Education. A summary of the work also ran in the
November 2011 edition of the National Jurist magazine. Seto looked
at 16,799 partners at the nation’s 100 largest law firms. The study was
limited to individuals who received their JD in 1986 or after.
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Debt Management
Solutions for
Public Interest
Lawyers
Recognizing that salaries associated with
the public interest sector are considerably
less than those of corporate employment,
UC Hastings developed its first public
interest loan repayment assistance program in the early 1980s. Since that time,
the program has grown into two significant
programs referred to as PICAP, or Public
Interest Career Assistance Programs.
Were it not for the loan repayment
assistance UC Hastings provides through
PICAP, many graduates could not pursue
public interest careers. But for some graduates, even PICAP assistance is not enough
to mitigate the financial struggle associated
with loan repayment.
However, there is good news. The U.S.
Department of Education has implemented
two programs that can greatly reduce
one’s monthly loan payment and forgive
a substantial amount of the debt burden.
The first program is called Income-Based
Repayment (IBR), which determines one’s
loan payment by considering the amount of
education debt, family income and number
of family members. An IBR monthly payment
can be significantly less than the standard
loan payment, which is based on a 10-year
amortization schedule.
The second program offered by the
Department of Education is the Public
Service Loan Forgiveness Program, which
forgives any remaining loan balance after 10
years of repayment for those who qualify.
“When a graduate qualifies for IncomeBased Repayment, the UC Hastings Public
Interest Career Assistance Program and,
ultimately, federal Public Service Loan
Forgiveness, it is a winning combination
for loan repayment success,” says Linda
Bisesi, assistant dean and director of the
UC Hastings Office of Financial Aid.
For more information, visit www.
uchastings.edu/financial-aid/picap.html.
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UC Hastings
congratulates
our newest
attorneys

O

n December 9, 2011, the latest UC Hastings graduates were
admitted to the California bar. The proud students gathered to hear a number of prominent speakers, including Chair of
the Board of Directors Donald Bradley ’68; California Supreme
Court Justice Marvin R. Baxter ’66; Judge Susan Illston of the
U.S. District Court, Northern District; and the Honorable William
A. Fletcher, judge, U.S. Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit.
Baxter administered the State Oath, Illston followed with
the Federal District Court Oath, and Fletcher bestowed admission to practice before the U.S. Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit.
Fletcher, a former civil procedure professor at UC Hastings,
swore in the new lawyers with words of wisdom, reminding them to expect good times as well as rough ones ahead.
He encouraged the new lawyers to keep drawing on their UC
Hastings experience as they advance in their careers: “The
good habits you have formed at this wonderful school that we
love so much will inform you on the journey ahead,” he said.

{

California Supreme Court Justices (left to right): Carol A. Corrigan ’75, Kathryn M. Werdegar, Joyce L. Kennard,
Chief Justice Tani G. Cantil-Sakauye, Marvin R. Baxter ’66, Ming W. Chin and Goodwin Liu.

special california supreme court
session held at uc hastings
UC Hastings students had a chance to get a
close look at the workings of the California
Supreme Court during a special session the high
court recently conducted at the law school.
Each year, the California Supreme Court
holds an oral argument session at an educational institution to improve understanding of
the courts among high school or law school
students. The Sept. 7, 2011, session was held at
the Justice Marvin and Jane Baxter Appellate

Justice Center, named for the California
Supreme Court justice who graduated from
UC Hastings in 1966.
Hundreds of law students attended the
session, in which the California Supreme Court
discussed four cases. Chancellor and Dean
Frank H. Wu called the event an example of “law
school at its best.” He applauded the opportunity that the session gave students “to see law
at work, in action, applied in the real world.”
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Philanthropy Benefits UC Hastings
With the generous support of donors, the law school can
continue to pioneer new fields of legal inquiry, support
faculty and provide scholarships to promising students.
$100,000 to Fund New Electronic
Privacy Project
Scott A. Kamber ’91 generously distributed a
cy pres award of $100,000 to UC Hastings, which
will be used to establish a fund for research in the
field of electronic privacy. Chancellor and Dean
Frank H. Wu noted, “This cy pres award will make
this great law school even stronger in furtherance
of research projects to promote consumer awareness and choice regarding the privacy, safety, and
security of electronic information.”
To that end, UC
Hastings is establishing the Privacy and
Technology Project to
help alter the relationship that individuals
have with their own
electronic information.
“Unlike a traditional academic
center or think tank,
the Privacy and
Charles Belle ’10, executive
Technology Project
director of UC Hastings’ new
Privacy and Technology Project.
intends to develop
practical, implementable solutions designed to help people protect
themselves,” says Charles Belle ’10, the project’s
executive director. “UC Hastings is in a wonderful
position to become a thought leader in this space.
I think we are going to see tremendous impact.”
12 spring 2012

Gift of up to $1,000,000 to Support
Scholarships
Sandra Thompson ’01 and her husband, John
W. Thompson, have committed up to $1 million
for scholarships, the third seven-figure gift in the
history of UC Hastings.
“I am 100 percent behind keeping UC Hastings
accessible to those who otherwise could not
imagine a law school education,” says Sandra,
who serves on the college’s board of directors.
“I am glad to be able to step up in this way and
hope all alumni will consider how they can support their alma mater.”
“This tremendous gift is a game changer and
sets the bar for future giving at a new level,” says
Chancellor and Dean Frank H. Wu. “I am grateful
for this expression of generosity and support.”
The Thompsons also are using a portion of
their commitment to challenge members of the
UC Hastings Foundation Trustees (formerly the
1066 Foundation) to increase their own giving.
They will match trustee giving dollar for dollar
up to $800,000 in 2012, but trustees must give
a minimum of $200,000 for the match to kick in,
says Basil Plastiras ’75, president of the UC
Hastings Board of Trustees. “The more we give as
trustees,” Plastiras says, “the more UC Hastings
will receive in scholarship support.”

“UC Hastings did well by me, and I
want to give back to the school that
gave me my start.”

b r uc e c o o k

Albert R. abramson ’54 commits
$2,000,000 to chairs, scholarships
UC Hastings alumnus and famed trial attorney
Albert R. Abramson ’54 has made a gift of
$1 million to UC Hastings. It will add significantly
to the endowed distinguished faculty chair he
established a decade ago. “UC Hastings did well
by me, and I want to give back to the school that
gave me my start,” Abramson says.
In addition to his recent gift, Abramson also
notified Chancellor and Dean Frank H. Wu that
UC Hastings is named in his will for an additional $1 million. The bequest will establish an
endowed, need-based scholarship fund for UC
Hastings students. Abramson is a member of
the UC Hastings Legacy Society, which honors
alumni and friends who put UC Hastings in their
wills, or name the college as a trust beneficiary.
“Al is an alumnus we have been proud of for
decades, and I am deeply grateful for his expressions of generosity,” says Wu.
Abramson, who was born in San Francisco,
started working when he was seven years old,
delivering newspapers and shining shoes. In
1944, he joined the Marines, serving in Guam
and Saipan in the closing months of World War
II. After the war, he returned home to attend the
City College of San Francisco and UC Berkeley. He
married his wife, Jeanne, in 1949.
Abramson worked his way through UC
Hastings as a law clerk and investigator for a

Albert R. Abramson ’54

personal injury firm. He also served as notes editor
of the Hastings Law Review. After graduating Order
of the Coif in 1954, he became a partner of what
was then Hoberg, Finger, Brown & Abramson.
In 1966, Abramson recognized that aviation
law was an emerging specialty. A licensed pilot,
Abramson became an expert in airplane crash cases.
Abramson founded his firm, now Abramson
Smith Waldsmith, in 1975. He served as president
of the International Association of Trial Lawyers
(IATL) in 1988 and has been president of the IATL
Foundation since 2005. Abramson received the
Distinguished Fellow Award from IATL in 2009.
Abramson also received the Alumnus of the
Year Award from UC Hastings in 2003. That
year, he established the Albert R. Abramson ’54
Distinguished Professor of Law with a gift to UC
Hastings of $250,000. The chair is currently held
by Professor Leo P. Martinez ’78.
UC HASTINGS 13

Willie Brown ’58

{ poi n t of v i e w }
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[Q&A]

An interview with the former mayor
of San Francisco, longtime speaker
of the California State Assembly,
political powerhouse, man about
town and iconic force of nature.
[ Of course, Willie Brown ’58 needs no introduction. A living legend,
Brown has shaped California politics ever since he joined the California
State Assembly in 1964. He was elected speaker in 1980 and served a
record-setting 14 and a half years, during which time he established
himself as one of the country’s most powerful and savviest state legislators. In 1996, Brown became mayor of San Francisco, where he oversaw
the city’s rapid growth during the dot-com boom. Throughout his
career, Brown has been a controversial, spectacularly dressed, ubiquitous and ebullient presence in his beloved San Francisco. When asked if
he thought he might be the most recognizable figure in the entire city,
Brown replied, “Pretty close, pretty close.” ]

[Q] How was UC Hastings a
good fit for you?
[A] UC Hastings was wonderful for
me because it was looking to produce real lawyers, not theoreticians.
Everything I ultimately was able to
do in the world of law came out of
my training at UC Hastings.

another. Running for public office
was just the extension of what I’d
always done. I continued practicing
law until I became mayor. The only
reason I stopped was that the mayorship demanded that I not have
any outside income that required
my services.

[Q] Did you have any idea at the
time that you would pursue a
political career?
[A] Not at all. I’d graduated from
UC Hastings to be a lawyer. It just
so happens that I have always been
involved in politics in one way or

[Q] Is there a single accomplishment in your career that you are
proudest of?
[A] In a 40-year career, there is no
way to identify any single thing
because there are so many things I
participated in or was the architect

“UC Hastings was
wonderful for me
because it was looking
to produce real lawyers, not theoreticians.
Everything I ultimately
was able to do in the
world of law came out
of my training at UC
Hastings.”
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of. The fact that I lasted longer
than any person who’d ever been
speaker was in itself an achievement. The fact that, as mayor, I had
a hand in practically everything
that happened in this city for the
last 20 years is an achievement: the
ballpark, Mission Bay, the restoration of City Hall, the de Young
Museum, the California Academy of
Sciences—all those things are part
of what I did. In my opinion, none of
them dwarfs any other.
[Q] How do you account for your
longevity in politics?
[A] I think my interest in public

[Q&A]

participation, from big things to
little things, exceeds everything
else. The other night a guy stopped
me and said, “I’ll never forget seeing you at an event for the 1984
Democratic National Convention,
and at the end of the evening, you
were pushing a broom to get the
place cleaned up. And at the time,
you were speaker of the California
State Assembly.” That’s what I
mean by being totally involved.
If chairs need to be moved, I will
move the chairs. Period.
[Q] Was it hard to make
the transition from being a

prominent elected official to
doing your current activities?
[A] When you’ve been going 24/7,
coming from that stratospheric
place to just being ordinary is not
easy. And when I left the mayor’s
office in January 2004, I really
had no plans. But I was fortunate
that several clients immediately
retained my services. And within
that first week, I got a call from
Channel 4 about doing a show with
Phil Matier called For the Record.
Thereafter, I got approached to do
a radio show with Will Durst and
Paul Wells called The Will and Willie
Show. In a matter of 15 days after

“In my opinion, there is no more
pleasant profession in the world than
being an elected official who enjoys
the job. You can really have a ball.”
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leaving public office, I was overwhelmed with obligations because
I did not turn anybody away.
Today, I often appear on
Channel 5 with Phil Matier, on Sean
Hannity’s show on Fox News, and
quite often on the MSNBC show
with Chris Matthews. I write a
column called “Willie’s World” in
the San Francisco Chronicle every
Sunday, and I do a food blog on
Wednesdays with [restaurant critic]
Michael Bauer.
[Q] How do you do it all?
[A] I sleep four hours a day. I have
a lot of energy, more than I should
have. I also don’t waste any time. I
utilize every second of every day.

I looked for people to help run
my office. There were none. The
people I’d been associated with
were state-level people. As mayor,
I decided I was not going to have
my successors suffer in the same
way. So I established this institute
in partnership with SF State as a
way to train people in local government. We recruit college kids to
become interns and gain valuable
experience in local government
offices. This is important because
democracy will not work if there
is not some institutional memory.
With term limits being what they
are, there is a desperate need for
continuity between administrations
and the people who serve in them.

[Q] Tell me about the Willie L.
Brown Jr. Institute.
[A] When I was elected mayor,

[Q] You are the only politician I
know of who consistently makes
the job look fun.

[A] Oh, it is. In my opinion, there is
no more pleasant profession in the
world than being an elected official
who enjoys the job. You can really
have a ball. However, most people
who hold public office desperately
want to look good on every issue
and on every occasion. That’s an
unrealistic goal.
[Q] How do you relax?
[A] I go to movies on Sundays,
starting at 10 a.m. I’ll see three in
one day. I’ve also acted in a few
movies. I was in Godfather III. I also
was asked to play myself in The
Princess Diaries. In my scene, I’m
riding in a limo. It had been raining,
but when I get out of my car, the
rain stops. Someone turns and asks
what happened to the rain. And my
line is: “It never comes down on
Willie Brown.”
UC HASTINGS 17

Creative Spirits
playwright Philip Kan Gotanda ’78, Poet Melanie Maier ’81, filmmaker
Abby Ginzberg ’75 and writer Ben Bac Sierra ’04 reflect on how their
legal educations have informed their artistic pursuits.
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Philip Kan Gotanda ’78:
Playwright of the Pacific Rim

G

oing from law school graduate to renowned
playwright and filmmaker is not a typical
career trajectory. But in the case of Philip Kan
Gotanda ‘78, it makes sense. “I’m an artist in my
heart,” says Gotanda, whose plays have been
performed at such venues as San Francisco’s
American Conservatory Theater (ACT) and the New
York Shakespeare Festival, and whose films have
screened at the Sundance Film Festival. Themes of
Asian American identity loom large in his work.
Living in Japan during his junior year of college
was a transformative experience for Gotanda.
Although his Japanese American parents had been
sent to an internment camp in Arkansas during
World War II, they had never spoken much about
it. “Their attitude was, ‘That was then; this is now.
Let’s move on,’ ” Gotanda says. But during his time
abroad, Gotanda visited Hiroshima, connected with
relatives and became steeped in his heritage. “It
shaped my sense of who I was in relationship to
America and to the world,” he says.
An avid musician since junior high school,
Gotanda gave his songwriting a more political bent
after returning to the United States. “That was in

“It was a time of emergent
identity politics for women,
Chicanos, African Americans
and Asian Americans. I wanted
to change the world, and law
school seemed like the logical
path to making a difference.”

the early 1970s,” he says. “It was a time of emergent identity politics for women, Chicanos, African
Americans and Asian Americans,” he recalls. Not
finding much of an audience for his Asian American
music, he decided to apply to UC Hastings. “I
wanted to change the world, and law school seemed
like the logical path to making a difference.”
During his third year at UC Hastings, his
artistic muse reemerged in full force. Somehow,
between attending classes and working at North
Beach Chinatown Legal Aid, he managed to write
a musical, The Avocado Kid. Shortly before he
graduated, the East West Players’ theater in Los
Angeles agreed to produce the show. After getting his degree, Gotanda opted not to take the
bar. Instead, he went to L.A. to perform in his play
as a member of the band. Thanks to the show’s
success, he was commissioned to write another
play and then a third.
“Thirty years later and I’ve never looked back,”
he says. Over the past three decades, his impressive body of work has grown to include Manzanar:
an American Story, which is a collaboration with
famed conductor Kent Nagano, and After the
War, his 2007 play produced at ACT about San
Francisco’s Japantown in the late 1940s, when
Japanese Americans coming home from internment
camps found their old neighborhood now home to
a large African American community.
Gotanda credits law school with honing the
way he thinks. “You have to use the other side of
the brain; you have to think in a very disciplined
way.” He has lifelong friends from his days at UC
Hastings. In fact, he says, nearly all his friends and
associates are either artists or lawyers. “I’m very
comfortable in both those worlds.”
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Melanie Maier ’81:
Poetic Justice

W

“In law school, you have to
hone in on a subject with
concentrated focus and precision. That skill applies
to how I write, whether I
am searching for a precise
word, image or idea.”
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hen Melanie Maier ’81 graduated from UC
Hastings, she had every intention of pursuing a
career in family law. After passing the bar, she promptly
established a family law practice in Marin County but in
short order found it was not for her.
“I found family law to be extremely stressful,” says
Maier. “There can be a lot of fighting over children and
money, and clients want you to act like a samurai on
their behalf. I wanted to find something closer to my
heart and temperament.”
Growing up in San Francisco, Maier had long been
drawn to creative pursuits but was not sure how she
might make the transition from a law career to one in the
arts. In fact, it would take nearly a decade after graduating from law school for Maier to identify the artistic path
that complemented her interests.
In 1989, Maier decided to stop practicing law altogether. She obtained her real estate broker license and
partnered with a friend in a successful real estate office
in Marin. But the arts still beckoned, and in her spare
time, Maier enrolled in a poetry class in Corte Madera.
“Over time, poetry became more and more important to me,” says Maier. “I found that writing poems
forced me to draw from deep within myself and connect
with a more mysterious, unknowable aspect of life.” As
her interest grew, she decided to leave real estate and
dedicate herself to becoming a full-time poet.
Maier has written several books of poetry over the
past several years, including Sticking to Earth and The
Land of Us, and was an editor of and contributor to
an anthology titled Chapter & Verse: Poems of Jewish
Identity. “I write lyrical poetry that tells stories, many of
which are drawn from my everyday life,” says Maier, who
is currently at work on a new volume of poems.
Although the practice of law is long behind her, she
credits her legal education with helping her achieve a
certain clarity of mind. “UC Hastings helped me learn
how to organize my thoughts. In law school, you have
to hone in on a subject with concentrated focus and
precision. That skill applies to how I write, whether I am
searching for a precise word, image or idea.”

Abby Ginzberg ’75:
Social Justice Filmmaker

A

lthough it’s been decades since Abby
Ginzberg ’75 billed any hours as an attorney,
she is still working with the law in her own way.
Ginzberg has built a successful career making films,
many of which promote the same ideas she tried to
pursue in the 1980s as a practicing lawyer.
“I thought I’d love being a lawyer, but I found
it didn’t give me quite enough of a platform to
explore issues of justice in society,” she says. “I had
something I wanted to say about social justice and
equality. Arguing in a brief turned out to be too
narrow for me. This is a much better format.”
Ginzberg was an amateur filmmaker—having
used scissors and Scotch tape to edit her first film

about her trip to China in the late 1970s—but she
gradually discovered a niche. Ginzberg, who had
worked for the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health
Administration, started making films to train workers about health issues. She began getting offers
to make other films based on legal issues, such as
recruitment at law schools and biases with regard
to promotion of lawyers within their firms. Those
kinds of projects paid the bills while she began
working on telling the stories she wanted to tell.
Three biographical films comprise her most
significant work to date. Cruz Reynoso: Sowing
the Seeds of Justice is the story of the former California Supreme Court justice who was
instrumental in securing legal representation
for farmworkers in the late ’60s. Soul of Justice:
Thelton Henderson’s American Journey describes
the story of the first African American lawyer in
the Justice Department’s civil rights division and
a federal judge in San Francisco since 1980. Doing
Justice: the Life and Trials of Arthur Kinoy is about
a “people’s lawyer” and the founder of the Center
for Constitutional Rights. Ginzberg is the consulting producer on a short documentary, The Barber
of Birmingham: Foot Soldier of the Civil Rights
Movement, which received a 2012 Oscar nomination. The films are being packaged for law school
libraries in a set titled The Justice Trilogy.
Ginzberg’s films have been shown on public
television, at film festivals, at screenings at various law schools, and at colleges and high schools
around the nation, allowing Ginzberg a vehicle to
educate on justice and the law.
“The issues I’m concerned with and the things
I struggle with are exactly the same issues that led
me as a 21-year-old to think about going to law
school,” she says. “As a job, it didn’t work out, but
as a lifelong commitment to the pursuit of justice, it
did work. I’m really glad I went to law school.”
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Ben Bac Sierra ’04:
Renaissance Homeboy

L

ike many people who take a law degree into a
classroom, Ben Bac Sierra ’04 studies Supreme
Court decisions with his students. What’s unusual
is that Bac Sierra isn’t teaching law. He’s teaching
college essay writing.
“For some students, the essays they read in
class seem to have no impact on real life, but law
shows ideas in action and the power of writing,”
says Bac Sierra, who teaches literature, English
composition, poetry and creative writing at City
College of San Francisco (CCSF). Legal texts, such
as Roe v. Wade, often form the nucleus of his teaching materials.
Bac Sierra, 40, is also an acclaimed author who
last year published his first novel. Barrio Bushido,
which he calls “urban literature,” is the story of
Latinos finding their way through tough times on
California’s mean streets.
It is not a memoir, but Bac Sierra saw firsthand
much of what he describes. He grew up in San
Francisco’s Mission District with gang members
as role models. At 17, he finally decided to join the

“For some students, the essays
they read in class seem to
have no impact on real life,
but law shows ideas in action
and the power of writing.”
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Marines as a way to redirect a life he felt certain
was headed toward jail. Upon returning from four
years of infantry service, he obtained his bachelor’s
degree in English literature at UC Berkeley and
then a teaching credential and master’s in creative
writing at San Francisco State. While in graduate
school, he found himself unable to make informed
arguments on political debates, which helped
convince him he needed the broader education UC
Hastings could provide. “I thought the law would
help me become a better thinker and advance in
me a better understanding of the world,” he says.
Bac Sierra focused on immigration law, and he
worked with refugees to help them gain asylum. He
had intended to pursue that as a profession, but
during law school, he received an offer for a tenuretrack position teaching at CCSF. Because teaching
was Bac Sierra’s true passion, he took the job after
graduating from UC Hastings. But that’s not to say
his legal education doesn’t still play a role for him.
Reading legal opinions made him a more precise writer and thinker. In his composition classes,
he uses legal texts to exemplify intricate critical
thinking. During his discussions, he employs a
law school–style Socratic method to inspire his
students. Bac Sierra says his students debate books
the same way he and his fellow law students discussed legal issues at UC Hastings.
“I’m reading as a literature major, but my
analysis, the way I pick out words and look for
evidence—that’s the law,” he says. “All students
gain great benefits from digging deeply like that.”
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Going Solo
Entrepreneurs Richard Thalheimer ’74 and Dina Wong To ’99
have chosen rewarding paths of invention and reinvention.
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Richard Thalheimer ’74:
Gizmo Whiz

R

ichard Thalheimer ’74 had been out of UC
Hastings for just a few months when his growing business got a boost from his legal education.
Thalheimer, who was running a small office supply
company that would become The Sharper Image,
had spent $60,000 on an ad in Popular Science
magazine, but the ad wasn’t placed in the part of the
magazine he’d been promised.
“The salesman said, ‘You have to pay the bill
anyway,’ ” Thalheimer recalls. “I said, ‘No, I don’t. I
just got out of law school. I have a contract here, and
I think I’m right and you’re wrong.’ ” Thalheimer kept
pressing, and eventually the magazine ran the ad
again, this time in the promised spot. “I paid for my
entire UC Hastings education at one time,” he says.
“It’s a great example of how having the confidence
of a legal background can help you in business.”
Thalheimer, 64, spent less than two years
practicing law before focusing exclusively on his
business, but his legal education nonetheless helped
him become one of the nation’s most successful entrepreneurs. In 35 years, The Sharper Image
grew from a one-man operation to a company with
annual revenues of $750 million. Thalheimer left
the company in 2006 amid disagreements with new
executives—under whose watch the company went
out of business within two years—and then he began
a new venture.

Arguably the founder of the gadget industry,
Thalheimer this time piggybacked on one of the
greatest gadgets in a generation: the iPhone.
Frustrated that the battery on his beloved mobile
device kept running out, he helped develop a portable charger that became the signature product for
his new company, RichardSolo. The company sells
accessories for ubiquitous Apple products, along
with a range of items from massage chairs to remote
control helicopters. A company goal is to focus on
providing exacting customer service, to the point
that Thalheimer himself may be the one to respond
to your email if you find that your new nose-hair
trimmer doesn’t work.
Thalheimer, the head of the 13-person company,
says he wanted to get back to a small business where
the emphasis was on the “entrepreneurial spirit of
finding products and selling products,” rather than
dealing with “accountants and lawyers.” When he
does have to work with lawyers, though, his UC
Hastings education pays dividends.
“In today’s world, more than ever, there are
so many regulations and legal issues that it makes
all the difference in the world to have the ability
to speak to a lawyer who knows you are a lawyer,”
Thalheimer says. “Intimidation is a big part of business, so a legal education gives you the ability to
negotiate successfully without being intimidated.”

“In today’s world, more than ever, there are so many
regulations and legal issues that it makes all the
difference in the world to have the ability to speak
to a lawyer who knows you are a lawyer.”
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Dina Wong To ’99:
Executive Sweet

A

s an entrepreneur, successful food writer and
busy mother of three boys under the age of five,
Dina Wong To ’99 says her UC Hastings education
benefited her in a number of unanticipated ways—
including teaching her how to do 13 things at once.
This queen of multitasking says UC Hastings helped
her learn how to keep her kids on track while writing
her The Dish and the Dirt food blog, freelancing for
online food publications and consulting for foodfocused website start-ups.
“At UC Hastings, you learn to work hard to
distinguish yourself,” says To, who “explored every
opportunity” offered by the law school by working
on the UC Hastings Women’s Law Journal; serving
as a teaching assistant for the Moot Court program;
and participating in three clinics: Criminal Practice,
Workers’ Rights and Immigration.
Strangely, though, the negotiating skills she
learned at UC Hastings and later as an attorney at
Morrison & Foerster, the U.S. Department of Justice
and Yahoo haven’t translated into increased efficiency when trying to get her kids to do what she
wants. “I think I lose almost every argument with
them,” she says with a laugh.
To was a young attorney in her 20s when she
started exploring the Bay Area’s restaurant scene.

Although she had always been a “fearless” eater,
it wasn’t until she started making enough money
to dine often with friends and colleagues that she
discovered that she “savored food more than the
average dining companion.”
Later, while working at Yahoo, To made a jump—
from a career focus on government compliance to
product counseling—and became interested in “the
spirit of entrepreneurship that resides within the
walls of that company.” After her second son was
born, she started Hello Kookie, which retails customorder organic shortbread cookies. She used her
legal skills to acquire the rights to designs that gave
the cookies a distinctive anime-inspired look. Then,
shortly before her third child was born, To put Hello
Kookie on hold and began blogging and consulting,
particularly on food-centric social content start-ups.
As for whether To will return to the law, you might
say she is, as always, open to exploring all opportunities. “When I started law school, I had no idea I
would be anything but an attorney,” she says, “but
if you’re tenacious and put your nose to the grindstone, you always find things you didn’t expect.”

“When I started law school, I had no idea I would
be anything but an attorney, but if you’re tenacious
and put your nose to the grindstone, you always find
things you didn’t expect.”
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Strategic
			 Achievers
Real estate developer Eric Tao ’95 and financial expert
Frank Busch III ’00 blend legal expertise and business acumen.
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E

Eric Tao ’95:

ric Tao ’95 had a clear intention when he decided to attend
law school: to get his family and other well-wishers to stop
asking when he was going to do something with his life. Having
graduated from Pomona College, Tao worked as a management consultant for one year, took his generous first annual
bonus, thanked his employer very much and horrified his family
by heading off on a trip around the world.
To placate them, he said he would attend law school when
he returned.
“It seemed like a nice hedge or safety net,” says Tao, who
grew up on the Big Island of Hawaii. “No one could criticize
you if you were headed to law school.”
After graduating from UC Hastings, Tao practiced commercial real estate law for five years at Hanson Bridgett in San
Francisco. Before long,
though, he had fallen into
real estate development.
To hear him talk about it,
one can tell it’s a field he genuinely loves.
“Being a real estate developer is a lot like being a movie
producer,” he explains. “You see a piece of dirt, and it’s like
you’ve discovered a script. You can imagine how you have
to bring out the story. You hire an architect as the director.
You bring in banks and other sources of capital instead of
Hollywood studios, and then there are the contractors, who
are the cast of thousands.
“And when you’re done, you’ve created homes for people,
which is pretty rewarding.”
Tao is a managing principal and the chief investment officer
at AGI Capital, which is on the San Francisco Business Times’
list of 100 Fastest-Growing Private Companies in the Bay Area,
and a principal at Avant Housing, a $300 million joint venture
that develops urban multifamily housing in partnership with
the California Public Employees’ Retirement System (CalPERS).
The projects Tao directs include one at Mission and 15th
streets in San Francisco, which will put 202 bicyclist-friendly
apartments in a spot that others tried to develop and failed.
Tao says the training he acquired at UC Hastings has been
crucial to such successes.
“What was pounded into us as law students was the process, a very methodical way of approaching problems,” Tao
explains. “It’s a discipline I use all the time. IRAC: Issue, Rule,
Application, Conclusion. I’m sure my project managers get
annoyed at me because I require them to use that process.”
What’s more, Tao says his law degree allows him to cut
costly delays from negotiations.
“I don’t have to keep saying, ‘Let me speak to my attorney
and get back to you.’ ”

Real Estate Mastermind

“Being a real
estate developer
is a lot like being
a movie producer.
You see a piece of
dirt, and it’s like
you’ve discovered
a script. You can
imagine how you
have to bring out
the story.”
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G

Frank Busch III ’00:

rowing up in Cincinnati, Frank Busch III ’00 wasn’t the
kind of kid to set up a stand in front of his house and
hawk lemonade. Somewhere along the line, though, he caught
the entrepreneurial bug, and it doesn’t seem like he’s hoping
to recover.
“I’m definitely an entrepreneur with no going back. I’m definitely infected,” says Busch, who in 2006 founded Scottsdale,
Arizona–based Thomas Title & Escrow, a company that was
recently named on the Inc. 5000 list as one of the fastestgrowing companies in the United States. “The most rewarding part of what I do is to evaluate business opportunities and
figure out how I might play a role in those opportunities.”
At UC Hastings, Busch was already exhibiting the symptoms of having contracted
a serious case of business
obsession. “I found myself
signing up for classes in
contracts, securities law,
corporations, tax law. It just kind of happened.
“I never wanted to be Matlock,” Busch says, referring to
the criminal defense attorney played by Andy Griffith in the
1986–1995 television series with the same name.
After graduating from UC Hastings, Busch went to work as
a corporate and securities lawyer in the Phoenix office of Snell
& Wilmer, where he became “fascinated by my clients and how
they made their money, how they made strategic decisions for
their businesses.” Busch felt his UC Hastings education and
training often put him ahead of his peers at Snell & Wilmer.
“Knowing the feedback you’re getting is good is very affirming,” he says.
Two years later, at age 28, Busch joined the legal department of a $4 billion bank holding company, First National Bank
of Arizona, becoming the bank’s corporate counsel. He says
he jumped at that “opportunity to go in-house and learn an
industry.” Remaining at First National Bank of Arizona for four
years, Busch then founded Thomas Title & Escrow, and in 2007,
he was named in the Top 40 Under 40 by the Title Report, a
leading industry publication. His most recent venture, which
he is undertaking with a few partners, is a venture capital and
strategy firm called ThirdRock Capital, which helps U.S. midsize
firms enter India.
“The financial services industry is a perfect fit for a corporate lawyer. Essentially, you’re allocating capital within the
confines of the law,” says Busch. “If you know the law better
than the next guy, then chances are you’re set up to have a lot
of success.”

Thoroughly Invested
“The financial services industry is
a perfect fit for
a corporate lawyer.
Essentially, you’re
allocating capital
within the confines
of the law. If you
know the law better
than the next guy,
chances are you’re
set up to have a
lot of success.”
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M ark H en d ricks o n

—
Joan C.
Williams
—

Forging New Synergies
Professors Joan c. Williams, David Faigman and Robin Feldman
have pioneered brand-new interdisciplinary fields, bridging law
with bioscience, health and the social sciences.
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Galvanizing the 		
Work-Life Debate
Under the guidance of Joan C. Williams, UC Hastings’
Center for WorkLife Law has helped reshape how we
think about work, family and gender roles—for men
as well as women.

I

n the past 50 years, ever
since second-wave feminists made workplace gender
equality one of their defining
issues, there’s no question
that American women have
made substantial progress.
But enormous obstacles
remain. As of 2012, only 18
percent of law firm equity
partners and 3 percent of
Fortune 500 CEOs were
women. “At the UC Hastings
Center for WorkLife Law, we
focus on why the ‘gender
revolution’ has stalled,” says
Distinguished Professor of law
Joan C. Williams.
The center’s founding
director, Williams has been
instrumental in redefining
today’s work-family debate,
and her scholarship and
advocacy have affected not
only public discourse but
also public policy. In 2007,
when the New York Times

Magazine characterized her as
“approaching rock-star status”
among work-life advocates,
the glowing description
captured the scope of her
influence. Among the many
honors she has received are
the ABA Commission on
Women’s 2006 Margaret Brent
Prize for Women Lawyers
of Achievement and the
American Bar Foundation’s
2012 Outstanding Scholar
Award.
“One of the hallmarks of
the Center for WorkLife Law
is that we combine law and
social sciences to fuel social
change,” Williams says. “We
bring cutting-edge social science to bear on issues related
to work-life balance and
women’s advancement.”
The center also works
with employers to advance
women in science, technology, engineering, math and

“We take studies rooted in social science
research and package them for many
audiences. That’s what we do. We are an
idea factory.”

the legal profession, and to
develop best practices to
address work-family conflict—
and high turnover—among
hourly workers. And Williams’
big-tent thinking is not limited
to women’s issues. “One
reason progress has stalled
for women is that men’s lives
have not changed,” she notes.
“We need to include men in
the conversation.”
Williams’ work has generated impressive results.
Her research into caregiver
discrimination prompted
the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission to
issue important enforcement
guidance about caregivers’
rights and responsibilities
in 2007. And the Project
for Attorney Retention—
originally part of the
center but now a freestanding
membership organization—
developed the principle of
proportional compensation and advancement for
part-time attorneys, which is
now recognized as the bestpractice standard in the legal
profession.
Williams has deftly managed to keep these and
other work-life issues in the
public eye through a highly
media-savvy approach. She
has written or cowritten
more than 60 articles and six
acclaimed books, including
Reshaping the Work-Family
Debate: Men and Class
Matter; is a regular blogger
for the Huffington Post; and
frequently appears in the
press. She and her colleagues
have even invented a “zany,
brainy” online game called
Gender Bias Bingo. “We take
studies rooted in social science research and package
them for many audiences,”
she says. “That’s what we do.
We are an idea factory.”
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Educating Law and Health
Professionals to meet
21st Century challenges
With David Faigman at the helm, the UCSF/UC Hastings
Consortium is forging new connections between
increasingly interrelated disciplines.

A

s the worlds of law
and medicine become
increasingly intertwined,
UC Hastings and UCSF are
working to help doctors,
health-care workers and scientists learn more about the
law, and lawyers learn more
about medicine and science.
The UCSF/UC Hastings
Consortium is dedicated
to fostering collaborations
between both institutions.
“The future for many practicing lawyers and health
professionals is interdisciplinary,” says Professor David
Faigman, director of the
consortium. “Lawyers need
to be able to speak the
language of science
and health, and
health professionDavid
als and scientists
Faigman
need to understand the language
of the law.”
Created in 2009,
the consortium is focused
on education, research and
clinical service. The research
component has been ongoing, as students and faculty at
the two schools have collaborated on a variety of research
projects, including a study,
funded by a $2.3 million grant
from the National Institutes of
Health, on informed consent
in cancer trials.
With regard to education, students at each school

—
—
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are able to take classes at
the other institution. Soon,
a more wide-ranging education will be available: A pair of
one-year degree programs is
on the horizon. Starting in fall
2012, UC Hastings will offer a
master of studies in law (MSL),
designed for individuals who

are not interested in practicing law but who need a legal
foundation for work in health
and science. Projected to start
in 2014, an LLM degree in law
and science will be offered to
those who already have a law
degree and are interested in
developing or furthering an
expertise in health policy, science or intellectual property.
These programs well represent UC Hastings’ dedication
to increasing interdisciplinary
communication and cooperation between legal and health
science professionals. “UC
Hastings is at the cutting edge
of working with both populations to help them speak to
each other,” Faigman says.

—
Robin
Feldman
—

Creating Opportunities at the
Crossroads of Law and Science
Robin Feldman established the LAB Project not only to educate
law students but also to help them make valuable contributions
to the biosciences.

O

ne of the distinct
advantages of attending
UC Hastings is its proximity
to Silicon Valley, where law
students can gain firsthand
experience in biotechnology
and the life sciences. And no
one has done more to ensure
that students have access
to these opportunities than
Professor Robin Feldman.
The founder and director of the UC Hastings Law
and Bioscience (LAB) Project,
Feldman has created a unique
portal through which students
can explore the convergence
of law and science. With
sponsorship from Orrick,
Herrington & Sutcliffe, and
Arnold & Porter, the LAB
Project enables students to
work with practicing attorneys
who are breaking new ground
in fields related to intellectual

property such as biotech,
bioinformatics, clean tech and
pharmaceuticals.
“Legal education is not
just learning doctrines but
law in context,” explains
Feldman. “We’re designing
experiential education opportunities for science-minded
law students.”
This year, Feldman is
adding to the LAB Project’s
already rich portfolio of offerings. She has launched two
pilot clinical programs that aim
to advance the law as it relates
to innovations in bioscience.
The programs are excellent
models of cross-pollination
between disciplines and
institutions, and represent the
direction, says Feldman, that
legal education must take to
remain ahead of the curve.
In the first of these pilot

programs, called Academic
Alliances, students in their
second year of law school
(working with students from
UC Berkeley’s Haas School of
Business and UCSF) will help
evaluate the intellectual property potential of innovations
coming out of UCSF’s labs.
The second program,
called BioEntrepreneurship,
partners third-year law
students with early-stage
bioscience start-ups at
the California Institute for
Quantitative Biosciences
(QB3). “Our students will
do freedom-to-operate
investigations and develop
intellectual property business
strategies. Their challenge will
be to define the space that
exists for a given innovation.”
From Feldman’s perspective, these new programs can
only be win-win. “We’re educating students and playing a
role in the development of biotechnology at the same time,”
she says. “Today, employers
want to hire people who’ve
had relevant experience, and
that’s what I am trying to offer.
I want to teach students to be
partners in enterprise, not just
the lawyers at the table.”
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Jasmine Davaloo recently

class notes

started her own practice in
the areas of employment
law and family law. The
Law Offices of Jasmine

News about your classmates and colleagues

Davaloo, located in San
Francisco and Marin

counties, serve clients

throughout the Bay Area.
~ Anya Stein recently

12

completed a clerkship for

the Honorable Johnnie B.

William David was tenured

~ Ian Ellis and Josephine

of associate professor

announce that they are

University of Cincinnati

this summer. Ian works at

and promoted to the rank
of legal studies at the

Clermont College. ~ In

light of newfound freedom,
Sulma Guzman Alfaro

decided to take on dog

training as an alternative
career. Pipa, a papillon-

terrier mix, was rescued
from the shelter at four
months of age. So far,
she knows how to sit

and appreciates organic

puppy food. The training
is going well, and Sulma
hopes to receive her

professional certification

soon. ~ Joseph Miskabi

was offered a job as an

associate at Rudoy Fleck, a

law firm in Sherman Oaks.

~ Nathan Fox recently

published his first book,

Cheating the LSAT. Nathan
teaches LSAT classes in

San Francisco for his own
company, Fox Test Prep.
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Orleans. ~ Jay Chen has

Mason are happy to

been appointed special

engaged to be married

General Counsel for the

a plaintiff’s firm in Santa
Ana and volunteers with

Public Counsel’s Appellate
Law Program, helping

pro se litigants navigate

the appellate process. He
recently began work on a
First Amendment-based
pro bono appeal for the

Irvine Eleven, students
convicted under Penal

Code 403. Josephine is

working on a variety of

appellate matters at Horvitz
& Levy in Los Angeles.

She recently coauthored an
article on the significant
anti-SLAPP cases of

2011, to be published

assistant at the Office of the
Department of Education.
He is working on many

policy issues related to the

educational system, such as
No Child Left Behind. He
also spends a fair amount
of his time working on
responses to legislative
oversight requests. Jay

writes, “I can’t think of

a better start to my legal

career because I’m getting
extensive mentoring and

Gump Strauss Hauer
& Feld as a litigation

associate. Through Akin

Gump’s pro bono program,

Anya is currently serving as
a deputy district attorney
in the Marin County

District Attorney’s Office.
~ Congratulations are in

order to Ali R. Alemozafar
and Shelley K. Kennedy.

They met in Professor

Dodge’s contracts class,

issues.”

11

as an associate to the

Court of Appeals in New

Francisco office of Akin

on exciting national policy

year she will clerk for

Dennis in the Fifth Circuit

She then joined the San

while also getting to work

Farella Braun + Martel

the Honorable James L.

Circuit Court of Appeals.

training in legal matters

in an upcoming issue of
the Daily Journal. Next

Rawlinson of the Ninth

added Ashley Breakfield
firm. She joined the

environmental law group.

Jasmine Davaloo ‘10
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08

Zabi Nowaid is an asset

also recently joined the

Los Angeles office of

Governors and looks

finance associate in the
White & Case, with a

focus on aircraft finance
and operating leases. ~

Francesca Montesano

reports that she is

busy with her toddler,

Luciana, who was born
Ali R. Alemozafar and Shelley K.
Kennedy ‘10

graduated together, passed
the bar together and
recently married.

09

in September 2010, and a
full-time work schedule.
Francesca is practicing

in the commercial legal

group at Salesforce.com,

a fast-paced software-asa-service provider in San
Francisco. Rina Shah is

also in her group, and

UC Hastings Board of

forward to seeing friends
at the five-year reunion.

~ Timothy Tau won the

grand prize in the 2011

Hyphen Asian American
Short Story Contest

for his short story, “The

Understudy,” which was

published in the November
2011 issue of Hyphen

magazine. Timothy also

into their lives on May

video for YouTube singer-

works part-time as a solo

recently directed a music

songwriter Megan Lee for
her second original single,

“Destiny.” ~ Ashar Ahmed

Francesca feels lucky to

has joined Nossaman as an

(LLM) formed the Nonato

Francesca would love to

previously with Robbins

with his father, Rolando

especially those who

are located in Mandaue

in similar industries. ~

Sullivan and her husband,

completed a clerkship for

Santa Fe in the summer of

Gold of the U.S. District

with Judge Martha

of Florida. She has

New Mexico. Abby will

Girardi | Keese in Los

Rester John Nonato

have Rina as a colleague.

associate. Ashar, who was

& Nonato Law Offices

hear from classmates,

P. Nonato. Their offices

are practicing in-house

City, Philippines. ~ Abby

Celene S. Chan recently

David Dell recently joined

Razzu Engen, moved to

the Honorable Alan S.

associate. David’s practice

2009 for Abby’s clerkship

Court, Southern District

Vazquez of the District of

returned to practicing at

remain in the clerkship

Angeles.

through the summer of
2012. Abby and Razzu

welcomed their first baby,

Violet, in September 2011.

Geller Rudman & Dowd,

07

Irvine office of Haynes

and Boone one year ago to

expand the firm’s California
litigation practice. He

7, 2011. Stephanie

practitioner and as of

counsel for two law firms,
practicing business and

real estate transactional

law, and wills and trusts.
~ In the fall of 2011,

Dina Haddad, founder of

focuses on class action

Families First Mediation,

consumer fraud cases. ~

boutique affiliated with

securities, derivative and

Coombs & Dunlap as an
includes civil litigation

and employment law. He

has represented clients in

securities litigation, trade
secret misappropriation

cases, wage and hour class
actions, and breach of

Will O’Neill joined the

Dina Haddad ‘06

contract cases.

06

Stephanie Coogler

and her husband, Ken,

welcomed baby Monika

a family law mediation

the Agency for Dispute

Resolution (ADR), was
chosen to head ADR’s
family law mediations

throughout California.
~ Ollie Benn recently

left the law firm Duane

Morris and has cofounded

a medical devices company.
In January, Ollie began

the Stanford University
Graduate School of

Business’s highly selective
Program in Innovation
and Entrepreneurship

for working professionals
involved in biomedical
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four UC Hastings graduates
named 2011 Attorneys of the Year by
the editors of California Lawyer:
Todd A. Coluba ’92, Atkinson, Andelson,
Loya, Rudd & Romo, helped forge an agreement between the Lucia Mar Unified School
District and its teachers to implement a
system using student achievement to help
determine teaching bonuses. He was recognized in the category of Education Law.
Joseph Creitz ’92, Law Office of Joseph
Creitz, helped win a decision from the Ninth
Circuit that insurance companies that underwrite employee benefit plans are parties in
ERISA litigation, thus making the path to
benefits smoother for beneficiaries wrongfully
denied their due. He was recognized in the
category of Employee Benefits.
As part of a team of lawyers, Jennifer L.
Keller ’78, Keller Rackauckas, Irvine, first
persuaded a federal jury to reject Mattel’s
copyright infringement and trade secrets
claim against MGA Entertainment in the
battle over the Bratz doll line. The lawyers
then convinced jurors Mattel was engaged in
corporate espionage against MGA. She was
recognized in the category of Litigation.
Robert T. Haslam ’76, of Covington &
Burling, represented Huawei Technologies
when Motorola Solutions alleged that its
former partner Huawei conspired to give
Motorola’s trade secrets to a rival company.
When Motorola planned to sell its wireless
networks to Nokia Siemens Networks, Huawei
won a preliminary injunction to block the
transfer of Huawei’s proprietary information
to Nokia. Robert was recognized in the category of Intellectual Property.

fields. “I’m looking to
connect or reconnect

with any alumni involved
with the biomedical

community,” Ollie says.

His email address is ollie@
fireflydental.com.

05

Julie (Santangelo)

Moss-Lewis is a certified

specialist in child welfare
law. ~ Amy Deng

Granzow and Dr. Jay

Spoon Me, at LitQuake.

in the Cook Islands in

Listen, was staged as

Granzow were married
May 2011. Amy practices
government contracts

law at McKenna Long &

Aldridge in Los Angeles.

In August, his play,

part of SF Theater Pub’s
Pint-Sized Festival. He

recently profiled DJ Pogo
for SOMA Magazine.

Jay is a professor of

His film, The Bellman

specializing in breast

Best One-Man Show

plastic surgery at UCLA,
cancer reconstruction and
lymphedema surgeries.

They live in Marina del

Rey. ~ Mariel Rebecca

Chatman joined Shearman

& Sterling’s Paris office

Equation, was named

and a Best Documentary
runner-up at Seattle’s

True Independent Film

Festival, and was a finalist
for Best Documentary

as an associate in its

corporate department, after
a two-year hiatus, during
which she moved from

London to Paris and gave
birth to a beautiful baby
girl, Noemie Maelys

Lassalle. ~ Aside from

his law practice, Gabriel

Leif Bellman has been

busy writing. In October
2011, Gabriel performed

selections from his book,
38 spring 2012

Amy Deng Granzow ‘05 and
Dr. Jay Granzow

Gabriel Leif Bellman ‘05
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at the Las Vegas Film

five years as a litigation

operations, including the

pup Hastings, an assistant

one of the lawyers on the

McCutchen in Boston.

materials; negotiating

University of Canine

Festival. ~ Avi Singh was

defense team for Jérôme

Bicamumpaka, who was
acquitted on charges of

genocide, war crimes and

associate for Bingham

03

In 2009, Craig Clark went

crimes against humanity

in-house at Facebook and

Criminal Tribunal for

counsel. ~ Barg Coffin

by the International

Rwanda. ~ Boris Mamlyuk
was recently hired by the

is currently lead litigation
Lewis & Trapp attorney

Kathryn L. Oehlschlager

University of Memphis

was made partner in

School of Law as an

Macomber served in the

Cecil C. Humphreys

January 2011. ~ Arthur B.

assistant professor of law.

Washington State House

position, Boris taught at

passed strong child support

Prior to holding this

Ohio Northern University
College of Law. He

specializes in contracts

and administrative law and
comparative law, with a

focus on Russian law and
transitioning states.

04

Demián Oksenendler was

selected to Super Lawyers

magazine’s list of Northern
California Rising Stars for
2011. He is an associate
with Mannion & Lowe
in San Francisco. He

for seven years, where he

laws, anticorruption laws,
and laws to ease access to
the law by simplification

of substance and process.
He is an attorney at

Macomber Law in Coeur

d’Alene, Idaho. ~ Will M.

Yamada was appointed

to the position of Deputy

Chief Counsel in the Legal
Division of the State of

California, Department of

preparation of offering

with investors regarding
fund formation matters;
drafting partnership,

limited liability company
and other governance

agreements; and counseling
fund managers on all

aspects of day-to-day

operations. Darrin has

extensive experience in

the formation of China-

dog in training, at Bergin
Studies (BUCS) Winter

2011 graduation. Hastings

is being trained by students
at BUCS with the hope

that he will grow up to be a
helpful partner for a person
with a disability.

02

Alyson Cabrera was

focused private equity and

selected to the 2011

Sheppard, Mullin, Richter

Stars list. It is her third

venture capital funds. ~

& Hampton is pleased to

announce that the firm has

elevated Aaron Sobaski to
partner. He is a member of
the firm’s real estate, land
use and environmental

practice group, and is based
in the Orange County

office. ~ Dog-loving lawyer

Northern California Rising
consecutive year on that

list. Alyson was recently
promoted to national
partner at Gordon &

Rees in San Francisco.

She practices employment
defense and civil rights/

First Amendment defense.
~ Sheppard, Mullin,

Matthew Karpinski, the

Richter & Hampton is

legal beagle,” was cited with

the firm has elevated Moe

ProBoneO Program’s “chief

pleased to announce that

Keshavarzi to partner. He

Personnel Administration.

is a member of the firm’s

management-side public-

in the Los Angeles office.

business trial practice group

Will’s practice focuses on
sector employment law.

~ Emanuel Shirazi and

01

represents policyholders

his wife are expecting

bad faith litigation. ~

Darrin S. Brown is a

accepted a publications

partner in Gunderson

estate planning practice

in insurance coverage and

their third child. ~

Sara Cable is an assistant

fund services and tax

Office of the Massachusetts

Dettmer’s Silicon Valley

attorney general at the
Attorney General.

Previously, she spent

office. Darrin advises

funds in all stages of their

Beth Trittipo recently

attorney position in the

group at CEB. Previously,
Beth Trittipo ‘01 with her son,
Aidan

she was an associate in the

insurance coverage practice
UC HASTINGS 39
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group at Gordon & Rees.

transactions, with an

Waste Management’s

Lane, in June 2010.

business process and

in Oakland. She handles

Beth had a baby girl, Nadia

00

Dean Fealk was named

to the Silicon Valley/San

Jose Business Journal ’s list
of 40 Under 40 movers
and shakers impacting

their businesses and their
communities. ~ Gabriel

(Gabe) Levine has joined

Levine & Baker as of

counsel. Gabe, who was

most recently with Scherer
Smith & Kenny, focuses

on representing new media
companies in commercial

employment matters in the

information technology

Western United States and

outsourcing. He represents

Canada.

clients that range from

emerging companies to

public multinationals across

a broad spectrum of sectors,
including renewable

energy, wireless, Internet,
semiconductor, banking,
Jennifer Rappoport , a

wage and hour class action

Jennifer S. Byram ‘99

99

business and employment

Anne Q. Pollack has been

is pleased to announce that

Orange County Superior

Alameda County. Charles,

Court. ~ John Spomer
is an attorney with the
Federal Reserve Bank
of San Francisco. ~

matters. ~ Peter Burns has

named shareholder in the

Jennifer S. Byram , a

Cooley’s Palo Alto office,

concentrates in the areas

Dunlap, recently became

been elevated to partner at
effective January. Peter’s
practice is focused on

complex technology–related

firm’s Tampa office. Anne
of land use and real estate
law. She is also the chair
of the Governmental

Regulation Committee

of the Florida Bar’s Real

Property Probate and Trust
Law Section and secretary
of CREW (Commercial
Real Estate Women)

Tampa Bay. Anne lives in
Clearwater, Florida, with

her husband, Woody, and
their three children.

partner with Coombs &

a certified legal specialist
in estate planning, trust
and probate law. Byram

obtained her certification
from the State Bar of
California Board of

40 spring 2012

appointed Charles Smiley
Superior Court judge in

44, of Oakland, has been
a court commissioner

since 2007 for Alameda

County Superior Court.
Charles also served as a

deputy public defender in
his home county for 10

years and was an associate
adjunct professor at UC
Hastings from 2004 to

2007. He is filling a seat
left vacant by a retiring

judge. ~ Kim Tung is now

Legal Specialization

a counsel-level attorney

examination in estate

Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw

after passing a written
planning, trust and
probate law.

in the Shanghai office of

Pittman. He is heading up
the firm’s technology and

emerging growth practice

98

Christy Kotowski
Peter Burns ‘00

away at the age of 87. ~

III as a new Bay Area

Justice Center in the

Nuccio Hearne & Wester

veteran, recently passed

jury trials at the Central

as president of the UC

of Governors. ~ Mechanik

Reed Jr., a disabled Army

Governor Jerry Brown

attorney at Winston &

Hastings Alumni Board

that her father, Emmith

Judge Scott A. Steiner

presides over criminal

Strawn, is proud to serve

97

Emmie Reed reports

software and hardware. ~

transactions and disputes
including litigating

Western Group, based

emphasis on deals involving

recently became the senior
employment counsel for

in China.
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A Pillar of the Guam Judiciary
James L. Canto II ’95 was sworn in as a judge of the Superior Court of Guam on October 5. Governor Eddie Baza
Calvo appointed James to the bench on July 4, 2011, following the retirement of Judge Steven S. Unpingco earlier in
the year. James was unanimously confirmed by the 31st Guam Legislature on September 19. He has been a member
of the Guam Bar Association since May 1996. Prior to joining the Judiciary of Guam, he was a public defender, a private practitioner and a public servant, and has extensive trial, arbitration, and mediation experience in criminal law,
civil law, domestic and family law, juvenile law, corporate and business law, administrative law, telecommunications
law, class actions, and employment law. James is married to Emily Leon Guerrero Canto, with whom he is raising
two children. A graduate of the John F. Kennedy High School in Tumon, Guam, he is a proud veteran of the United
States Army.

96

Steven Baik has joined

Craig Keys to be associate

office as an intellectual

civic engagement.

senior vice president for

Reed Smith’s Palo Alto

property partner. Steven

was formerly with Freitas,

95

Tseng, Baik & Kaufman,

Joseph A. Levin, who

which he formed with three
other partners from Orrick,

has been certified by the

~ Charlene L. Usher

Jersey as a criminal trial

Supreme Court of New

Herrington & Sutcliffe.
became the mother of

Taylor Sophia and has been
busy acclimating to her

Steven Baik ‘96

Charlene L. Usher ‘96

life as a working mother.

at Ovidian’s headquarters

IAM (Intellectual Asset

enjoying their first holiday

Ovidian Chief Executive

named him one of the

Charlene and Taylor are

season and looking forward
to many new experiences

together. ~ Ovidian Group
announced that Mark

Spolyar has joined the

firm as managing director.
Mark was most recently a

partner at Baker Botts and
has extensive experience

in patent and technology

licensing. He will be based

in Berkeley, reporting to

Officer Joseph Siino. Mark
is widely recognized as

a global thought leader

in intellectual property,

with broad experience in

IP strategy, transactions,
licensing, analysis, and
litigation. The Daily

Journal named him a

Top 25 IP Attorney from
2009 through 2011, and

Management) magazine
world’s Top 250 Patent

and Technology Licensing
Practitioners, and as

one of the world’s Top

250 IP Strategists. He

also serves as an adjunct

attorney, recently was

named a New Jersey Super
Lawyer in the area of

criminal defense and was

recognized as being in the
top 5 percent of criminal

defense attorneys in New
Jersey. ~ BraunHagey

has added Securities and
Exchange Commission

Senior Trial Counsel Mark

P. Fickes as a partner in the

professor at UC Hastings,

firm’s San Francisco office.

and transactions. ~ The

counsel on more than 60

focusing on IP licensing
University of Southern
California appointed

Mark has been lead trial

state and federal jury trials.
He joins BraunHagey
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directly from the SEC,

announced that Vincent

leading California State

past seven years. ~ Scott

litigation department in

receiving multiple awards

from Leadership Auburn in

a partner in Goodwin’s

K. Yip joined the firm’s

where he worked for the
Christensen graduated

its Los Angeles office as

2011 and is president-elect

patent litigation practice.

of the Placer County Bar

He will focus on high-

Association. Scott works as

stakes patent litigation

a real estate and business

and licensing matters

attorney at Reynolds

Maddux in Auburn. He
recently enjoyed a four-

day fly-fishing trip down

the Rogue River with his
father, brother and son.

with an emphasis on the
Theresa Muley ‘91

information technology
industry.

as a reporter on the

American Law Institute’s
new Restatement of

92

James Means is currently

seeking an advocacy

Eric W. Rathhaus recently

(Pugliese) Alloggiamento

based organization. He is

He continues to focus his

Court judge in Santa

94

launched his own firm.

was sworn in as a Superior

practice on immigration

Clara County on January

and nationality law. ~

Ya-Chiao Chang joined

Kirkland & Ellis as

partner in August 2011.
~ Catherine Rogers

is a professor at Penn

State Law, where she
teaches international

arbitration and professional
responsibility. She recently
organized a Teach-In on

International Arbitration
in Ramallah, Palestine,

which included the Prime
Minister of Palestine,

Salam Fayyad. The event
was the first in a series

of initiatives designed to

strengthen the Palestinian

legal profession. Catherine
also continues her work
42 spring 2012

3, 2011. After completing
her first year handling a
criminal misdemeanor
direct calendar

position with a community-

and trials) and felony

preliminary examinations
and motions, she moved

her works took second

place in the categories of
representational oils and
acrylics; portraits and

figures; and drawings,

prints, and watercolors.
fine art at Academy of
Art University in San
Francisco.

90

work with a community-

—daughter of California

victims’ rights and will also
based organization’s

operations and compliance
teams.

nominated Kimiko Burton
Democratic Party

Chairman John Burton—to
the State Personnel Board.
Kimiko, 47, has been a

91

Theresa Muley was

recognized as one of the

San Francisco deputy city

attorney since 2003. ~ Pat

Meyers is a UC Hastings

Foundation board member,
former reunion chair, class
of 1990. He is also part

owner of Quiznos and now

Previously, Julia worked as

Smashburger, the latter

a deputy district attorney

recently rated by Forbes

in Santa Clara County for

as one of America’s Most

13 years, as an associate at

Promising Companies.

Morrison & Foerster for
three years, and as a law
clerk in Federal District
Court in the Central

District of California

school. ~ Goodwin Procter

in Long Beach. Three of

Governor Jerry Brown

to felony drug court.

immediately out of law

Bench and Bar Art Exhibit

particularly interested in

(arraignments, pretrial
conferences, motions

at the State Bar’s 2011

Theresa continues to study

International Commercial
Arbitration. ~ Julia

Bar Member artists by

Pat Meyers ‘90

89

Claes Lewenhaupt is in

his 22nd year in the Army
JAG Corps. This year, he
is in Afghanistan as the

senior legal advisor for the
legal departments within
the Afghan National

Army and the Ministry of
Defense. Claes has served
all over the world, mostly

in litigation and command
advisory positions, and
writes that “this job

may well be the most

challenging, interesting,
and rewarding.” ~ Jack

Eskridge reports that his

son Zachary Eskridge

’14 was two months old

when he attended Jack’s

UC Hastings graduation.
~ In January, President

Obama announced his

intent to nominate John
Christopher Stevens

for Ambassador to Libya,
Department of State.

John, a career member
of the Senior Foreign

{
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In Memoriam
ALUMNI
Alyssa Nell Sullivan ’06, known to family and friends as Sasha,
passed away on August 27, 2011, at the age of 33. She was a loving
wife to Javier Bolante and a caring mother to their son, Jasper.
She graduated from UC Berkeley before attending law school and
starting her law career with Bohnen, Rosenthal and Kreft. The
Sullivan/Bolante family has lost a beautiful and spirited member.
Amy W. Ching ’96 passed away on April 26, 2011. She graduated
Phi Beta Kappa from UC Berkeley in 1990. Amy had been licensed
to practice law since 1996. She is survived by her mother, sister,
two brothers, nieces, close friends and loving husband.
Sharon Lee Hankla ’94 passed away on October 26, 2011. She
was a beloved wife and mother, brilliant attorney, and treasured
sister. Sharon practiced law in New Mexico and Colorado.
Keith Allen Sanders ’87 died on March 7, 2011. He graduated
from UC Berkeley and married his high school sweetheart, Rhonda
Speck. Keith began his career with a clerkship for Alaska Supreme
Court Justice Edmond Burke. He continued with positions at
Bogle and Gates, the Alaska Bar Association, BP Exploration
Alaska, Cook Inlet Region, and Dorsey and Whitney. Keith was a
member of the board of directors of the Eagle River Nature Center.
Nancy Kalfayan Alberti ’82 passed away on May 29, 2011, after
a courageous battle with cancer. Nancy practiced corporate and
real estate law for many years, and later became a successful legal
recruiter. She raised two children, Laura and Nick, with great love
and devotion, and was a wonderful soul mate to her husband, Bill.
Craig S. Fox ’80 passed away on May 30, 2011. Following law
school, Craig became a partner in the law firm of King, Snell,
Mildwurm & Fox. He practiced trial and business law. Although
busy with his practice, Craig was a very involved dad. He and his
children, Perry and Sam, were dedicated sports fans and attended
every game that the Cal Bears played.
James G. Harlan ’76 of Waldport, Oregon, died on December 3,
2011, at the age of 69.

Claes Lewenhaupt ‘89

(continued on page 44)
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In Memoriam (continued)
Luis Gabrillo Zardeneta ’75 passed away at the age of 68 on
August 15, 2011. After serving in the Armed Forces and attending
law school, Luis established his practice in law in San Diego. In
2005, he moved to Laredo, Texas.
Norman Francis Boxley ’75 died on November 18, 2011, while
piloting his single-engine Mooney M20M airplane. Norm was an
experienced pilot who held a commercial pilot license. He was
also a decorated Vietnam veteran. While at UC Hastings, he was
an active member of the UC Hastings Rugby Football Club and,
upon graduation, the Hastings Old Boys Rugby Club (HOB). In
2008, Norm was the first HOB to support generously what has
become the Hastings Old Boys Rugby Scholarship. Norm founded
the law offices of Norman F. Boxley and perfected his civil litigation skills over the next 15 years. He then became the managing
attorney of the law offices of Floyd, Skeren & Kelly in Pasadena,
and conducted jury trials in California and Nevada.
Jerry W. Akins ’71 passed away on August 23, 2011. He retired
as legal counsel to the San Francisco Police Department about five
years ago.
Judge Robert Patrick Ahern ’67 died on April 2, 2011. A fourthgeneration San Franciscan, Bob enlisted in the Navy in 1960 and
served as a naval flight officer and navigator/tactical coordinator.
He remained in the Naval Reserves for 18 years. Following law
school, he worked for the Santa Clara County District Attorney’s
Office until he was elected to the Municipal Court. Later, he was
elected to the Superior Court, where he worked until his retirement. During his years with the Superior Court, Bob served as
assistant presiding judge and presiding judge. After “retirement,”
Bob became a “traveling judge,” working as far north as Mariposa
and as far south as San Diego. He was a member of the Olympic
Club of San Francisco, president of the Bellarmine Dads Club and
president of Los Pescadores.
David William Baird ’67 passed away on August 27, 2011, at his
home in Stockton. David graduated from the College of Wooster
in Wooster, Ohio. He married Anne Foster, and they moved to
Stockton, where David joined the San Joaquin County District
(continued on page 47)
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Service, served as Special
Representative to the
Libyan Transitional

National Council from

March to November 2011.

87

Marc S. Hurd notes

that 2012 is the fifth

anniversary of the opening
of his own firm, Tiedt &

Hurd, with fellow UCLA
undergrad classmate John

Tiedt. ~ Michael Hunter

Schwartz’s contracts I and

II courses were recognized
by the Educating

Tomorrow’s Lawyers

initiative as innovative

courses that are a model
of exemplary teaching.
Michael also recently

published his tenth book,

Techniques for Teaching Law
II, which he cowrote with
three other authors.

85

Dana Beldiman has been

appointed professor honoris
causa by the Bucerius

Law School in Hamburg,

Germany. Dana, a Carroll,
Burdick & McDonough
partner, focuses on

intellectual property law,

including acquisition, use,
licensing, registration and
protection of intellectual
property assets.
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New Bankruptcy Judge for Fresno
Chief Judge Alex Kozinski of the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit announced the appointment
of attorney Fredrick E. Clement ’87 as a judge of the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Eastern District of California.
Fredrick fills a judgeship vacated by Judge Whitney Rimel. He plans to maintain chambers in Fresno. “We welcome
Mr. Clement to the bankruptcy bench. He is a knowledgeable and experienced practitioner who will be an asset to
the Ninth Circuit,” Kozinski said in announcing the appointment. A solo practitioner in Redding since 1993, Fredrick
is a certified specialist in all areas of bankruptcy law. He previously litigated in state courts, handling business and
real estate disputes, and was involved in a large number of bench trials and two multiweek jury trials. A native of
San Luis Obispo, he received his BA from Westmont College in 1982. He has served as a judicial arbitrator, hearing
officer, and judge pro tempore in state and municipal proceedings. Active in the bankruptcy legal community, he
serves on the Bankruptcy Court Clerk’s Advisory Committee and is a member of the American Bankruptcy Institute,
the National Association of Consumer Bankruptcy Attorneys, and the Sacramento Valley Bankruptcy Forum. He
founded the Redding-Chico Bankruptcy Forum in 2003.
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Carole Buckner is the

coauthors of CEB’s Selecting

at Abraham Lincoln

Entities and Tax Planning

and Forming Business

chief academic officer

for Business. Rod is a senior

University in Los

partner of Murtaugh Meyer

Angeles and dean of the

Nelson & Treglia in Irvine,

School of Law. ~ The

specializing in tax, business

Weinstein Company

transactions, and estate

named Dylan Sellers

planning. Carol practices

president of Production

corporate and business

and Acquisitions. ~

Michael S. Appel has

been selected for inclusion
in the 2012 edition of The

Carole Buckner ‘84

Best Lawyers in America in

Frank Ospino is the newly

litigation. Michael is a

public defender, the first

the area of personal injury
partner and chair of the

medical malpractice and
pharmaceutical liability
group at Sugarman,
Rogers, Barshak &

Cohen, a Boston-based
civil litigation firm. ~

appointed Orange County
Hispanic to serve in this
capacity.

law in San Francisco,
including contracts,

licensing, business creation,
expansion, and transition.
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Last year, Carol Peterson
of Divide, Colorado, got

83

W. Rod Stern (LLM)

and Carol A. Brittain are

divorced and returned

to the use of her maiden
name. She moved to a

little house in the woods

Mark Erickson ‘82

outside of a town with a

population of 127 and an
elevation of 9,000 feet.

She applied for disability
due to fibromyalgia. She
writes, “Am knitting

up the proverbial storm

and reading lots of good

books. Found an awesome,
bright fellow and am
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as happy as can be.” ~

provide an objective and

neat new friends! But don’t

a meeting with Secretary

hearing.”

blurb from Joe Pistone

Robert Kaneda attended

fair perspective at each

of State Hillary Rodham
Clinton and Japanese

(a retired FBI agent).

81

Foreign Minister Takeaki
Matsumoto in Paris on

Orene L. (DesMarteau)

March 15, 2011, several

Kearn, a certified image

and tsunami in Japan. ~

offers image-consulting

days after the earthquake
Mark Erickson completed

his first year as a partner in
the Orange County office

and wardrobe consultant,

Orene Kearn ‘81

of Dallas-based Haynes

Contra Costa County for

with his own firm, Dubia,

a seat left vacant by a

and Boone after 18 years
Erickson & Tenerelli.

Mark was joined by two

three years. She is filling

retiring judge. ~ Karnopp
Petersen announced that

associates (including fellow

Ronald Roome has been

William O’Neill ’07), his

State Bar Disciplinary

UC Hastings alumnus

secretary and a paralegal to
open a business litigation

department at his new firm.
~ Governor Jerry Brown

appointed Terri Mockler

as a new Bay Area Superior
Court judge in Contra

Costa County. Terri, 54,

of Martinez, has been an

assistant public defender in

the same holds true for
Oregon attorneys. My

experience as a professional
litigator, arbitrator, and
mediator enables me to

~ Governor Jerry Brown

announced his selection of

J. Matthew Rodriquez

Protection Agency. ~

planning, probate and tax
for 14 years.

California Environmental
Damien Walsh joined

the Office of the Legal
Counsel, Chairman of

80

Malcolm Kushner ’s

published in January 2012.

of ethical conduct, and

name—Donnie Brasco.”

law in the areas of estate

women. Orene practiced

Board. “It is a privilege to

operate based on a code

better by his undercover

services for men and

latest book, The Official

Ron. “Most professions

You might know Joe

to serve as secretary of the

reappointed to the Oregon

serve on this board,” says

worry. There’s also a cover

Book of Mob Humor, was

It includes a foreword by

Henry Hill (of Goodfellas
fame) and cover blurbs
from Frank Cullotta

(a retired hit man) and

Lou Ferrante (a former
Gambino crime family
associate). Malcolm

reports, “I’ve got a lot of

the Joint Chiefs of Staff,

after working for the Joint
Forces Command. Major
areas of practice are

government contracts,
procurement fraud,

fiscal law, technology
transfer, intellectual

property and ethics. His
wife, Patt Prugh ’81,

continues to work at the

State Department after a

career in the Army Judge

Advocate General’s Corps.

~ Tom Umberg, a former

Recognition for Top Municipal Lawyer
Hanson Bridgett is pleased to announce that Joan Cassman ’77, chair of the firm’s public agency, municipal and
government sections, has been named one of the Top 25 Municipal Lawyers of California by the Daily Journal. “I am
delighted to have been honored along with such esteemed legal colleagues,” Joan says. “This comes at a challenging
time for government at all levels and particularly cities that must realign the expected services they offer with their
limited available resources. I am glad the Daily Journal has given attention to this matter.”
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state assembly member, is

currently on the state highspeed rail commission.
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Valerie Fontaine recently

visited Cuba with a group
of UCLA alumni. Valerie

writes, “We heard lectures
from Cuban professors on
economics, architecture,
art, and politics; visited

museums, artists, farmers,
and musicians; took in a
show at the Tropicana;
saw the Bay of Pigs;

and much more. The

music was fantastic!” ~

Charles E. Slyngstad

is a partner at Burke,

Williams & Sorensen in
Los Angeles. In 2011,
the Board of Legal

Specialization of the State
Bar of California certified
him as a specialist in

legal malpractice law. In
addition to handling

legal malpractice cases,
anti–SLAPP matters,

and other issues involving
the business and ethics of

lawyers, Charles continues
to handle false claims

litigation and employment

defense, including whistle-

blower retaliation cases, for
public agencies.

{
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In Memoriam (continued)
Attorney’s Office as a deputy DA. He joined the Stockton law
firm of Mazzera, Snyder & DeMartini, where he became a partner and worked for many years. Later, David formed his own law
practice and was named executive director of the San Joaquin
County Bar Association. For the past 15 years, David taught at
Humphreys College of Law in Stockton, and he recently received
the Humphreys Teacher of the Year award.
Charles Edwin Moore ’67, passed away June 5, 2011. After
serving in the army, Charles attended law school. After admission to the California Bar, he moved to San Antonio, where he was
admitted to the Texas Bar. He spent his entire law career practicing in Fresno.
Gilbert “Gib” Kirwin ’65 passed away on December 2, 2011.
After graduating from Princeton, Gib enlisted in the U.S. Marine
Corps and served as a captain. He was the stadium operations
manager for the Los Angeles Angels in their first year in the
American League. At UC Hastings, he was the winner of the
Bancroft Whitney Award for excellence in Conflict of Laws. He
began his law practice in San Francisco. Gib was the former president of the 49er Club and a board member of the National Football
Foundation and Marin AIDS Interfaith Network.
David C. Pierson ’60, who was born in rural Nebraska in 1935,
passed away last year. Stricken with polio at age 14, Dave resolved
never to allow adversity to prevent him from accomplishing
his goals. He graduated from UCLA, and during law school, he
worked nights as the school janitor to pay his way. Dave settled in
Inglewood, where he went into private practice as a probate attorney. He served as an Inglewood city councilman and later held
a seat in the California State Assembly. An entrepreneur, Dave
distinguished himself in many industries, including commercial
farming, banking, real estate development and hospitality.
David Moohr Glickman ’54 passed away in Bangkok, Thailand,
on July 15, 2011. David was admitted to the California Bar in
1955. After clerking for a Federal District Court judge, he practiced law in San Francisco. He later moved to Hawaii, where he
started a commercial scuba diving company. In 1967, he moved to
(continued on page 48)
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In Memoriam (continued)
Thailand, where he became a gem exporter and proprietor/owner
of Lambert International.
David Terrence Hayden ’54 died on May 5, 2011. Before attending law school, he graduated from the University of the Pacific.
Walton M. Phillips ’52 died at age 85 on January 1, 2011. He
attended Fremont High School and then enlisted in the Army Air
Corps, where he served as a tail gunner in a B17 with the 8th Air
Force, 305th Bombardment Group, during World War II in England,
Germany, France and North Africa. Following his discharge, he
attended UC Berkeley and then law school. He practiced law for 50
years in Oakland and Orinda. He was active in the Alameda Bar
Association and received many awards for his dedicated service.

}
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Marc Garfinkle has been

touring the country with
CLE programs that his

company, Marc Garfinkle
Seminars, produces and
presents. His favorite

program is a three-day

retreat called Power Tools
for Lawyers, a persuasion
and public speaking

workshop for attorneys.

~ Jess J. Gonzalez is

the supervising assistant
city attorney in charge

of the Police Discovery

Section in Los Angeles.

The Honorable Douglas Keith Kinsey ’50 passed away on June
1, 2011. He was 87. Doug served as a lieutenant in the Navy during
World War II, commanding LST 943 in the Pacific theater. Douglas
graduated from UCLA after the war and then went to law school.
Over the course of his career, he served in various functions at
UCLA, Johns Hopkins, Washington State University, University
of Miami and Whittier College. He also spent three years as a
Commissioner of the General Services Administration as a Nixon
appointee confirmed by Congress.

He supervises seven deputy

Bertram Gaines ’34 died on September 22, 2011, at the age of
100. Bertram was a resident of Hollywood, Florida.

defending the City of Los

FACULTY
Jon Van Dyke, a professor of law at UC Hastings from 1971–1976,
passed away on November 29, 2011, while attending a conference
in Australia. He was a legal scholar and professor at the University
of Hawaii. He and his wife, attorney Sherry Broder, advocated
on behalf of the Office of Hawaiian Affairs for the passage of the
Akaka Bill and other native Hawaiian programs. Jon, who was
educated at Yale and Harvard, joined the University of Hawaii
faculty in 1976, teaching constitutional law, international law,
international ocean law and international human rights. He taught
at the Catholic University Law School, Washington, DC, from 1967
to 1969.
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city attorneys who handle

all discovery issues relating
to the Los Angeles Police
Department in court.

Recently, he was assigned
to assist the L.A. City
Attorney’s Marijuana

Collectives trial team.
In this capacity, he is

Angeles, the city attorney,
the Los Angeles Police
Department, and the

city clerk in a complaint
challenging the city’s
ordinance regulating
medical marijuana
collectives.
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Frederick Royce is a

personal injury trial lawyer
in southwest Michigan.

~ Robert E. Freitas, a
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New Appointment to the Alaska Bench
Although Juneau defense attorney Louis James Menendez ’74 said he was a long shot for the seat that Juneau
Superior Court Judge Patricia Collins retired from, Governor Sean Parnell picked the self-described underdog for the
post. “I think everybody is a long shot,” Louis said after the announcement. “I am very happy with the appointment.”
Louis has been in private practice, focusing on criminal defense. He has been an Alaska resident for 30 years and has
practiced law for more than 29 years. Louis was hired as a research attorney for the Alaska Judicial Council in 1976. He
worked as a state prosecutor beginning in 1979 in Anchorage, Kodiak, Dillingham, Kotzebue, Ketchikan and Juneau.
During the summer of 1985, he completed a filmmaking program at New York University. From 1986–88, he worked
as an assistant federal public defender in Texas. In 1988, he began work as an Alaska state prosecutor and left in 1994
to pursue private practice. Following law school, Louis earned his Master of Laws in criminal law and justice from New
York University. “Mr. Menendez brings a variety of experience to the Superior Court,” Parnell stated in a press release.
“He is an accomplished trial attorney who treats the court, juries and all interested parties with respect. Mr. Menendez clearly has a love for the law combined with an understanding of people that should set him apart as a judge. I’m
looking forward to his contributions to Alaska’s justice system.”
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patent attorney who spent

Senior Judge Larry Guy

at Orrick, Herrington &

Nevada Guard Retiree Hall

more than three decades

Sage was inducted into the

Sutcliffe, started his own

of Fame.

plaintiffs’ firm, Freitas
Tseng & Kaufman.
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74

Tom Glasser retired

four years ago and

To mark his 60th birthday,
Joseph Schieffer ran

the Inca Trail to Machu

Picchu, Peru. When he is

is enjoying sitting in
Joseph Schieffer ‘76

Ann M. Veneman ‘76

not running, he practices

cooks. Their mottos are: “If

the executive director

~ Piper Cole and her

sell it,” and, “We’ve made

to 2010 and served as

real estate law in Oakland.

husband, Kennedy Brooks,
have left the world of law

we don’t use it, we won’t

the mistakes so you don’t
have to.” ~ The National

and set up shop online

4-H Council announced

selling high-design/high-

Board of Trustees, Ann

as Colbrook Kitchen,

functionality tools for home

the newest addition to its
M. Veneman. Ann was

of UNICEF from 2005
secretary of the United
States Department of

Agriculture from 2001 to
2005.

various locations with the

Assigned Judges Program.
He writes that a recent

week-long assignment in
San Francisco “brought
back many memories
of the years spent at

Hastings—challenging

years filled with promise

for the future.” Tom lives
in Oceanside. ~ Former

Montana Senate Majority
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Leader Jon Ellingson

with approximately 80

political and economic

new direction, without

of 4,500 attorneys in 55

States. ~ Judge Gerald

steered his career in another
ever leaving the same road
he’s been on most of his

adult life. The 63-year-old
attorney was named legal
director of the American
Civil Liberties Union of
Montana.
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Isam C. Khoury is a

founding partner at

Cohelan Khoury and
Singer in San Diego,

focusing on consumer

and wage and hour class
actions. ~ Douglas E.

Burns has practiced in

New Jersey with his firm
Kraemer Burns since
graduating from law

school. Doug was elected

to serve on the six-member

International Committee of

dysfunction in the United

member firms, comprised

Hermansen retired from

countries. The International
Committee, along with

the Butte County Superior

manages this dynamic

than 15 years on the bench.

Court in March after more

its managing director,
organization that has

~ Charles Schwartz

enabled Doug to develop

stopped working five years

clients around the world.

He says he is “enjoying the

ago and moved to Paris.

a practice representing
On a personal note,

his involvement with

Mackrell International

has afforded him and his

Gerald Hermansen ‘70

72

wife of 41 years, Ellen, the

Jeff Amestoy has been

distant places and develop

Gossett Prize by the Board

opportunity to travel to
friendships with fellow

Mackrell members around
the world. ~ Real estate
development executive
and attorney Steven

D. Zimmer has joined

Gilchrist & Rutter as of
counsel.

awarded the Hughes-

of Editors of the Journal of
Supreme Court of History.

Jeff’s essay, “The Supreme
Court Argument That

Saved the Union: Richard
Henry Dana Jr. and the

Prize Cases,” was selected
as the outstanding article
of 2010. Jeff is a fellow

Mackrell International, an

at the Center for Public

of independent law firms

Kennedy School. He is

Leadership at Harvard’s

international organization

a former chief justice of
the Vermont Supreme

Court. Chief Justice John

Your Class Notes
Please let us know your latest news or information
you may have about fellow alumni. You can submit your class notes and photographs (300 dpi)
online at classnotes@uchastings.edu. Alternatively,
you can mail your class notes to Communications,
UC Hastings College of the Law, 200 McAllister
Street, San Francisco, CA 94102.

Roberts presented the

award to Jeff in a ceremony
at the Supreme Court.
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Lawrence Rosencrantz is

the author of a new book,
America Adrift, which
examines the current
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French culture and life in
general.”

67

Wendell Naraghi was

selected as a board

member to wind down the
redevelopment agency in

Stanislaus County. Wendell
has been the owner of

Wendell Naraghi Farms

since 2006 and the owner

of the Naraghi Group since

2000. He has served on the
California State Food and

Agriculture Board and the
UC Hastings Foundation.
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It has been 20 years since
Seth Armstrong served

as mayor of San Rafael.

After that 12-year period,
he became CEO of the
California Insurance

Guarantee Association

and weathered the collapse
of the California workers
compensation insurance
market. After retiring
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from that position, he was

years. He has continued to

teaching persons who are

in good health and plays

Schwarzenegger as

as a retired annuitant,

of alcohol how to cope and

week. “Life is good, thanks

appointed by Governor

president of California’s
State Compensation

Insurance Fund. Seth

was then appointed to

the company’s board of
directors and currently

serves as chairman of the
board. In addition, Seth

donates time to a number
of organizations in his
community, including

Marin Master Gardeners
and Guide Dogs for the

Blind. “My wife and I are

the proud grandparents of
five granddaughters,” he

writes. ~ One of Robert

Dale’s photographs was

selected for inclusion in
the exhibit entitled “36

Views of the Golden Gate

Bridge.” The exhibit will be
on view at the Crocker Art
Museum in Sacramento

to commemorate the 75th

anniversary of the building

of the Golden Gate Bridge.
Robert is a retired judge

work there intermittently
sometimes being asked
to substitute to cover

habitual and excessive users
overcome this failing.”

unscheduled absences of

other administrative law
judges. In 2009, Eugene

65

David Lyman is the

Although Bill Hair was part

firm. He is also the author

and graduated in 1959,

that language. After Grete’s
passing, he contacted his

former Danish teacher at
Berlitz 42 years ago, and

they have become frequent

companions. She is Danish
and French, and owns a

small flat on the outskirts
of Paris. This year, they
stayed six weeks at her
flat and four weeks at

her brother’s house near
Copenhagen. Eugene’s

daughter, Kira Janelle, lives

near him in San Diego. His
son, Paul, is a casting agent
in New York City. ~ Since
his retirement from the

practice of law, Donald M.

and largest independent law
of Lyman’s Laws for Lawyers
(and Everybody Else, Too).

David was recently elected
to the UC Hastings Board
of Governors. After law
school, he returned to

Bangkok, Thailand, to join

his parents’ law firm, which
he now leads. A former

submarine officer in the

U.S. Navy, he is active in

the American Chamber of
Commerce and in animal
welfare.

as an administrative law

judge with the California

Unemployment Insurance
Appeals Board, where he
worked for more than 27

probably suggest that I

have no writing skills at

all,” writes Donald. “While
he may be right, I was

fortunate to publish a novel
entitled Coil Country under
my pseudonym, Donn M.

Josh. Coil Country may best
be described as a primer

he has always considered
himself a member of the
class of ’58 because his
first three years were

with that class. He is now
completing his 52nd year
of practice in Ventura

County with an emphasis

on municipal law. He is of

counsel to the firm that he
helped form in 1964 and

has always been thankful
for the opportunity that
UC Hastings and Dean
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Donald Meyer practiced

retiring in 1989. He is

to his first love, writing.

59

of the “four-year program”

Snodgrass gave him.

“Professor Prosser would

Eugene L. Davis retired

California,” Donald writes.

Gibbins, Thailand’s oldest

picked up a fair fluency in

values officer of Tilleke &

Chief Justice’s Advisory

in 2001 from his position

years practicing law in

and over the years, Eugene

Grete. Grete was Danish,

law in Long Beach with

Judges Program. ~

at UC Hastings and many

chairman and chief

Magdziasz has returned

Committee to the Assigned

to the education I received

lost his wife of 47 years,

of the Superior Court and
recently served on the

golf two to three times a

the same firm for 26 years,
married to Deborah, also
an attorney, who was the
director of risk financing

for Yum Brands until she
retired in 2003. In 1996,

they moved to Ponte Vedra
Beach, Florida, home

of the Professional Golf
Tour. Fortunately, he is
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san francisco history center, san francisco public library

If TheseWalls
Could Talk
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courtesy of Thomas Morlock

O

Today used as student housing for UC Hastings,
McAllister Tower boasts a long and colorful history.
• By Stacey Fernandez

n January 15, 1930, the Temple Methodist Episcopal
Church held the grand opening of the William Taylor
Hotel in San Francisco’s Civic Center. Standing 320
feet above McAllister and Leavenworth streets, it was the tallest hotel west of Chicago and boasted 500 luxury rooms and
apartments. Named after Bishop William Taylor, a well-known
preacher during the San Francisco Gold Rush, the hotel stood
alongside a Gothic-style cathedral with a Great Hall that
could accommodate 1,800 people.
While the co-location of a church and hotel under one
roof might seem an unlikely combination, it was a strategic move on the part of the Methodist Church. By building
the William Taylor Hotel, the church was able to finance its
longtime dream of establishing a grand house of worship
in the center of town. Shortly before the building’s opening,
the San Francisco Chronicle noted that, “[N]ot the least of
the apartment attractions is the magnificent view of the city
and its surrounding hills and Bay.” Sadly, the church’s dream
was short-lived. The cathedral and high-end hotel rooms and
apartments coexisted for only a few short years, before the
Methodists felt the effects of the Great Depression, and the
property was sold and rebranded as the Hotel Empire.

The Empire Era
The Hotel Empire maintained the same luxury accommodations offered by the William Taylor Hotel, but its somewhat
less puritanical purpose was evidenced by the closing of the
cathedral and the opening of the Sky Room, a bar on the 24th

Opposite page: William Taylor Hotel. This page:
Hotel Empire, McAllister Tower, circa 1935.
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floor that provided sweeping 360-degree views. With the
repeal of Prohibition, 100 McAllister began hosting the city’s
swells and their guests instead of hosting Sunday services.
The Sky Room was designed with impeccable attention
to detail, including lighting that flattered the bar’s patrons
at night while maintaining ideal viewing conditions out the
windows. The room’s furniture, including the gold-fronted,
walnut-topped Art Deco bar, was custom-made for the hotel.
Marking its opening in April of 1938, the Architect & Engineer
remarked that the Sky Room offered “a superb—almost
breathtaking—view of San Francisco and surrounding country,” and that it was the city’s “most unique cocktail bar.”

Tom Morlock ’71, an attorney in Rohnert Park,
recently made a gift to UC Hastings of rare
memorabilia from the Hotel Empire’s heyday.
Among the ephemera was an itemized hotel
bill from May 1941, when his parents, Horace
and Irene Morlock (above), spent a night at
the Empire. According to the statement, their
room cost $4, and they paid 50 cents for a
parking spot in the garage. The couple was
lucky to visit the Empire when they did; within
a year, the building was requisitioned by the
government for the war effort.
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A UC Hastings Landmark
In 1978, UC Hastings acquired the building to provide muchneeded student housing. Having renamed the building
McAllister Tower, UC Hastings restored many of the building’s original uses: housing, recreation and office space. UC
Hastings students today enjoy many of the same amenities
that drew guests to the Empire. In 1930, the San Francisco
Chronicle said the tower’s most notable feature was a “magnificent panoramic sweep of the entire Bay area.” While the
view may be somewhat changed, the description is equally
applicable today.
Like that of the hotel, the cathedral’s history is varied
yet representative of San Francisco. After only six years as a
church, the Great Hall served as a garage, performance art
space, federal office buildings and now furniture storage.
Dubbed by the San Francisco Examiner as “the Great Lost
Cathedral of the Tenderloin,” it awaits its reemergence.

courtesy of Thomas Morlock

Treasures
From the
Tower

100 McAllister in Wartime
The building at 100 McAllister has always reflected the
changing needs of the city that surrounds it. When the United
States entered World War II, San Francisco became the largest
point of embarkation for the Pacific theater, and the federal
government requisitioned the tower for use as office space.
Luxury hotel rooms were converted into workspaces, and a
dropped ceiling was installed in the cathedral to hide the
Gothic arches and domed ceiling, allowing for a more bureaucratic atmosphere.

san francisco history center, san francisco public library

Left: Sky Room atop the Empire Hotel. Below:
Lobby of the William Taylor Hotel.

Right: Dining room of the William
Taylor Hotel.
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The UC Hastings Summer
Legal Institute

sessions, participants will gain
an in-depth understanding of the
theory and practice of mediation.

N

Envisioning, Designing and
Implementing Court ADR:
A Practical and Theoretical
Program: June 13–20, 2012
This course is offered to non–
U.S. judges, attorneys and
court administrators as a way
to prepare them to design and
implement alternative dispute
resolution (ADR) programs in
courts in their home countries. The instruction involves
theoretical and practical classroom presentations, simulation
exercises and opportunities to
observe court ADR programs in
action. This program is funded
by a generous grant from the
JAMS Foundation.

ow in its third year, the
UC Hastings Summer
Legal Institute continues to expand its offerings,
with comprehensive programs
designed for currently enrolled
students, practitioners and non–
U.S. legal professionals.

• Negotiation and Settlement
• Legal Ethics
• Evidence
• Conflict of Laws and the
International Protection of the
Environment (offered in partnership with Bocconi University,
Milan, Italy)

Credit-Bearing Courses
UC Hastings students and
students currently attending
and in good standing at an
ABA-accredited law school are
eligible to enroll in the following
intensive courses, each of which
is worth three academic credits.

Certificate Programs
The UC Hastings Summer Legal
Institute offers two programs
for professionals seeking career
advancement and a greater
understanding of the U.S. legal
system. Both programs are
designed by the UC Hastings
Center for Negotiation and
Dispute Resolution.

Session One:
May 21–June 25, 2012
• Evidence
• Legal Ethics
Session Two:
July 2–Aug. 2, 2012
• Community Property
• Criminal Procedure
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40-Hour Mediation
Certificate Program:
June 4–9, 2012
This intensive mediation training is open to lawyers and
nonlawyers alike. Through
presentations and hands-on

For more information, visit
www.uchastings.edu/summerinstitute. For more information
on the certificate programs,
visit www.uchastings.edu/
centers/negotiation-adr/
summer-legal-institute.html.
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Hire

UC Hastings

Join the ranks of other alumni who hire UC Hastings graduates.
When you hire UC Hastings, you tap into a diverse pool of talented
candidates who have been practically trained and have benefited from

•	Powerful clinical programs and placement
•	Nationally ranked Moot Court, client counseling and dispute resolution teams
• Trial and appellate advocacy skills classes
•	One of the most extensive judicial externship programs in the United States
You need people who are uniquely qualified to hit the ground running.
We’re preparing the next generation of people who can do just that.
When you hire UC Hastings, you hire real-world, practical experience.

The Office of Career & Professional Development makes
it easy to design a free, targeted search and garner
excellent candidates. Contact Sarah Tigerman ’96 at
415.565.4819 or recruiting@uchastings.edu.

“The responsiveness of the Office of Career & Professional Development was outstanding. All our needs were met in a timely fashion. The candidates presented by
UC Hastings were as good as, and in many instances better than, those presented by
professional placement firms.” —Bruce L. Simon ’80, Pearson | Simon Warshaw & Penny
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Visit our website at www.uchastings.edu.

Alumni reunion 2012
september 22

Special Celebrations for
the Classes of
1962, 1967, 1972, 1977, 1982, 		
1987, 1992, 1997, 2002, 2007

For more information about this
and other alumni events,
visit www.uchastings.edu/alumni or
call 415.565.4667.

